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CLARENCE AND YVONNE FORT CELEBRATE 50th ANNIVERSARY
Family and friends joined Clarence and Yvonne Fort on the evening of January 1, 2011 as they celebrated
·.their 50th wedding anniversary. The golden celebration was held at the Sheraton Suites. Angelita Fort-Jacobs,
the couple's daughter, was mistress of ceremonies for the evening. Also on the program were Rev. Walter
Williams, Minister Willie Kimbrough, Kofi and Natalie Fort, Nyla and Tress Jacobs, Elvira Pinder, Barbara Wright,
George Fort, Minister Oscar Johnson, Dr. Nathalia (Toni) Fort, Dr. Kenyon Fort and final expressions from the
honorees. Joining the honorees (seated), and Ormiller Kelsey from left to right: Angelita Fort-Jacobs, Dr.
Kenyon Fort, Tress Jacobs, Natalie Fort, Nyla Jacobs, Kofi Fort and Dr. Nathalia Fort. (Photo by Lomax Mcln-
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Mrs. Cassandra E. Davis, second from left, of Seffner Elementary School, was chosen as the winner of the "Ida S. Baker
Diversity Educator of the Year" Award. She is shown with her
husband, Carl Davis, l~ft, son, Sheldon Davis, and Ms. Pat Anderson. (Photograph by J:ulia Ja,ckson).

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Each year, the Hillsborough Education Foundation
accepts nominees for the "Ida
S. Baker Diversity Educator
of the Year" Award; the "Instructional Support Employee of.the Year;" and the
"Teacher of the Year." Last
month, the nominees learned
that they were finalists
through a surprise visit at
their respective schools. Each
of the winners also earned a
limo ride.
On Thursday at the David
A. Straz Center of the Perfo'rming Arts, Mrs. Cassandra Davis, of Seffner
Elementary School, was chosen as the recipient of the
"Ida S. Baker Diversity Educator of the Year." The other
four finalists were Ms. Doncelyn C. Chaney, of Blake
High School; Ms. Charlene
CraWford, of LaVqy Exceptional
Center;
Brian
Greeno, of Knights Elementary School; and Wayne A.
Shaw, Chiaramonte . Elementary School. ·

The winner of the "Instructional Support Employee of the Year" was
Timothy W. Driggers, of
Lomax Elementary School.
The other four contenders
were Ms. Ernestine J.
Davis, of Franklin Middle
Magnet School; Ms. Marilyn Delgado, of Lincoln Elementary Magnet School;
Ms. Sandra M. Gallogly,
of Alonso High School; and
John Rose, of Dorothy
Thomas School.
The winner of the
"Teacher of the Year" Award
was Ms. Cynthia Folsom
Crim, of Palm River Elementary School. The four
runners up were . Ms.
Amanda Newman, of Valrico Elementary School; Ms.
Emily De Vizio, Of Edison
Elementary School; Ms. Desiree M. Daerr, of Webb
Middle School; and Michael
Bosa, of Plant High School.
There were more than
700 educators were nominee
for awards representing 200
Hillsborough
County
Schools.
:Hours- Fr1day ~ A.M -7 P.M.
:
Monday. s~turday I
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Nicole Robinson was a
beacon of light for her entire
family. She spent her time
ra1smg her 14-year-old
daughter and caring for her
ailing father, Iray Hobley.
Early Sunday morning, Ms.
Robinson, 33, was killed in
a traffic accident.
According to the Tampa
Police Department, at 12:35
a.m., Ms. Robinson was
traveling north on Nebraska
in her 1992 Lexus when another vehicle traveling south
on Nebraska tried to turn left
into the parking lot of the
· Tampa Bay Federal Credit
Union.
Police said Ms. Robinson's vehicle hit the other
vehicle in the side. When officers arrived, Ms. Robinson was unconscious and
later pronounced dead by
Tampa Fire Rescue personnel. The driver of the other·
vehicle and the passengers all

NICOLE ROBINSON

received minor injuries.
The driver of the second
vehicle is identified as Anthony Phillips, 40, of Orlando.
The case is still being investigated, and no charges
have been filed at this time.
Ms. Robinson had been
married for a year to Arthl.Ir
Jordan. Her sister, Teresa
Lundy, said Ms. Robinson
was picking her daughter up
from a party when the acci-

dent occurred.
Ms. Lundy said her sister loved to attend family
gatherings . Her nephew's
birthday is on February 27th,
and she was looking forward
to that event.
"She really loved to cook.
She was very outgoing and
was open and friendly to
everyone."
Ms. Robinson had
taken the kids to the Gasparilla Parade Saturday, and was
very excited about the time
she spent with them.
Ms. Robinson is a native of Tampa and attended
the public schools of Hillsborough County. She is survived by one sister and three
brothers, a mother, Sonya
Harper, and stepfather,
Willie Newsome.
Ms. Lundy said they
have contacted Ray Williams
Funeral Home to handle
arrangements for a service.

Popular Retired Educator
Dies Suddenlv
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor_
A popular Tampa educator who continued to work
for youngsters long after her
retirement passed suddenly.
Born March 4, 1935, Mrs.
Mary Montgomery· Bryant was 75 years old.
Her son, Edward, said
Mrs. Bryant called him on
Sunday complaining about
her back hurting. He called 91-1 and when he arrived at his
mother's home, she was
being transported to St.
Joseph's Hospital. She suffered an aneurysm, he said.
"This was not something
exp.ected. She was not ill
other than the usual problems that come with her age.
She attended the Excellence
in Awards program Thursday
night and talked with friends
on Saturday night," he said.
During her tenure as an
educator, Mrs. Bryant became a pioneer in the Hillsborough County Public
School District. In 198-6,
Mrs. Bryant was appointed
as the Area Director of Area
II, becoming the first African
American woman to hold this
position. In 1992, Mrs.
Bryant accomplished another first when she was chosen as
the Assistant
Superintendent for Support
Services.
A Tampa native, Mrs.

Principal of Philip Shore Elementary School and Principal
_ of Roland Park Elementary
School.
She retired as an educator
in 1997. In 2002, Mary
Bryant Elementary School
was named in her honor.
Mrs. Bryant and the late
Dr. Sam Horton were the
founders of the Hillsborough _
Alliance of Black School Educators, Inc ..
Her concern for the education of children never
ended. "She· was always givMrs. Mary Bryant, right, is
shown at the Excellence In
ing advice relating to educa~
Education Awards Program
tion
in the community. She
last Thursday at the David A.
has also mentored many edStraz, Jr., Center for the Performing Arts. (Photograph by
ucators. She never-stopped,
Julia Jackson).
she was , always busy," Edward Bryant said.
- "Mrs. Bryant was married to the late Theodore 0.
Bryant, who passed in NoBryant attended the public
schools of · Hillsborough
vember 2006, and they were
County. She graduated from _ the parents of three sons,
Carl, Edward, and Lionel.
Middleton High School in
They also have 5 grandsons
1951. Mrs. Bryant received
an undergraduate degree in
and 4 gran4daughters.
Mrs. Bryant was· a
Education from BethuneCookman College, her Mas- · · founding member of Agape
Christian Church and was
ter's Degree from Florida A &
very proud of their new facilM University; and her Ph.D. ·
ity. The church marched into
Degree from the University of
the new building, comer of
South Florida.
Mrs. Bryant's career in
N. 43rd Street and ~- OsHillsborough County began
borne, iirDecember 2010.
Funeral services for Mrs.
in 1968 as a Learning SpeBryant were incomplete as
cialist at Henderson Elemenof press time. Ray Williams
tary School.
Funeral Home is in charge of
She continued her career
handling arrangements.
as an educator, beco~ing
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BY TAMECA JOHNSON

Freelance Writer
The UniverSoul Circus
proved to be the hot ticket
item in Tampa over the weekend. The circus kicked off its
2011 National Tour during a
three-day engagement at Raymond James Stadium. Those
lucky enough to get a ticket to
the sold-out shows enjoyed
hours of entertainment that
. included breathtaking high
wire acts, magic tricks that
had many asking, "how'd they
do that?" and soulful beats
that appealed to every
generation.
WfMP Radio Personality,

Randall 'C' has attended this
circus with soul for years and
says he has yet to grow tired of
it. "It excites me every time. I
act worse than the kids. But
what I like about it is the family unity. Families get together and come out.
. Mothers, fathers, kids, grandkids."
The show's next stop is
Miami, then it's off to Atlanta.
The UniverSoul Circus is not
expected to return to the Bay
Area for at least another year,
but you can check out more
pictures from this year's performance on our website at
www.flsentinel.com. (Photos
by Ishmon Johnson)
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Coach Tonv Dungv Gives Students
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The Three R's To Success:
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BYTAMECA JOHNSON
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Freelance Writer

Most of the students at
Andrew Ferrell Middle Magnet School were just toddlers
when Coach Tony Dungy
reigned as the beloved head
football coach of the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers. However,
that didn't stop the kids from
taking in all he had to say
about life, choices, and the
importance of working towards a brighter future.
One of the keys to it all,
Dungy told the crowd, is the
ability to read. "When I was
in Middle School, I used to
dream about being a professional basketball player. I
never thought I was going to
be a professional football
coach, much less the first
Black football coach to win a
Super Bowl. But I definitely
would not have been able to
follow that path and do those
things had I not been able to
read."
Coach Dungy spoke
passionately about the importance ·of reading to Ferrell's 6th, 7th and 8th grade
students Friday during the
'school's Literacy Week celebration.
·
' Many of the students ·
asked
questions
about
Coach Dungy's educational
and football career. Some
even expressed their desire to
one day, ·play in the NFL.
Coach Dungy's response to
them: read, read well, read
everything, read often.
"There-are thousands·of guys
who can run fast, andf play,
and lift weights, and juinp,
and catch, but you have to be
able to do all of that and read
the material, (play books and ·
scouting reports) and process
that information. That's why
some guys make it and some
don't."
In addition to the importance of reading, Coach
Dungy also touched on the
· importance of making good
choices and used the case of
Hydra Lacy, Jr., as an example.
Lacy was the 39-year-old
St. Petersburg man accused
in last week's shooting deaths
of two St. Pete police officers
and wounding a U. S. Marshal. Authorities later found
Lacy dead in the attic of his
estranged wife's home.
Lacy is the older brother
of World Champion Boxer
Jeff Lacy. "Both brothers
took two different paths,"
Coach Dungy told the students. "I'm going to suggest
there were two reasons for
Robert Leonard, Veronica Leonard, J aviar Leonard and this. Number one, goals.
Raekwon Willis were at the Stadium for.the c:ii'cus.
·
What are your goals in life?

........0

COACH TONY DUNGY

What do you want to do. It's . ·date with people who share
very important, because I
their goals, and find role
_don't think you can end up
models who will keep them
here [gestures on top] if your
inspired to reach those goals.
goals are down here."
Gwen Luney is Assistant
Coach Dungy went on
Superintendent of Schools
to say, "Jeff Lacy had high
for Hillsborough Comity. She
goals. Jeff Lacy knew very
attended Friday's event and
early what he wanted to do.
says she hopes students realHe wanted to be a boxer, he
ize just how much the comwantedto be the best in the. . munity supports them in
world. He worked at it and
their educational success.
that goal was always in his
Coach Dungy is the aumind."
thor of several books. Most
· recently, he . and his wife,
Coach Dungy assured
the students that even if they
Lauren, co-authored You
don't know what they want to
Can Be A Friend, a children's
do in life, the best way to stay
tale that teaches the imporon track.is to set goals, assotance of being a good friend.
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itizens and especially
Black citizens have not
always been happy with police officers.
The minute trouble
comes, the first thing average
citizens do is call for the police. Folks, we need the police. If we think we have
some high crime rates now,
just think what the rate
would be if we had no police
officers.
I don't know about the
rest of you but, I am growing
increasingly concerned over
the number of police officers
being shot by criminals. In
addition to the number, it
appears- that people shoot
police officers with so much

ease. They shoot without as
much as a second thought.
Think with me friends. If
criminals can shoot a lawman with so much ease;
think how easy it is to shoot
you. The news is filled every
day with accounts of somebody getting shot to death.
Just as shocking is the number of policemen being shot.
Criminals have got to understand that it is not open
season on those whose job it
is to protect us and to uphold
the law. I realize that nobody
wants to go to jail. I don't
want to go to jail. Therefore.
I subscribe to the philosophy
that if you don't want to do
the time, don't do the crime.

I also want to remind you
that if you kill a police officer,
the chances are very good
that you will die. You will either get shot down by the police, sentenced to die by
execution or get killed in
prison. When you kill a police officer, make sure that
you are ready to die also.
Put yourself in the place
of a policeman. Then you will
realize that you've got a very
serious job to do. Also, you
will realize that your job is a
dangerous one and that you
risk getting killed every time
you put your uniform on.
It is important that police
officers do their job in a respectful and professional
manner. It is important that
we learn to respect the police
and the job that they do.
Police officers must not
take
any
unnecessary
chances. Guns are plentiful
and easy to get. There are
criminals out there who will
use them. ·

G

iven the obvious disparity in unemployment for
Black Americans, elected officials as well as the
NAACP would do well to closely watch the minority
representation on the staffs of ~ach governmental
body._
Elected officials should closely monitor the
progress of Minority Business Enterprise utilization
and keep our community informed.
Black and other minority employees must not bear
the brunt of layoffs and should be proportionally included in any new hires and promotions.
While state, county, city governments and community focus on the economy and budget cuts, we·should
still keep our eyes on the prize.
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for the Undergro~nd Railroad operations in the area.
Indeed; he built a large brick
home in 1839 with secret
rooms and passages to hide
runaway slaves. Coffin's
wife, Catherine made clothing to help the shives disgihs~·
themselves as bt~tlers, cooks
and other.workers;:
So great was Coffin's impact on the fugitive _slave
movement that his home w~
he history of Blacks in
·patible with Quaker beliefs
considered the "Grand CenAmerica would be inand who advocated the
tr_al Station"_of the Undercomplete if we fail to recog~
emancipation of slav~s, the
ground Railroad and Coffin
nize the contributions of
Coffins secretly hid and fed
was nicknamed "President of
some religious groups and
escaping slaves on their
The Underground Railroad"
many white Americans who
farm. Their actions fueled a
by slave catchers. Upon mov_helped us through our strugpassionate opposition to
ing to Ohio, Coffin made
slavery in .their son, · Levi
gles from the beginning of
certain his home in Indiana
the slave trade through the
Coffin, Jr., the family
remained a "railroad stop"
present day. We should never
member who · rtui.de the
and his home in Ohio beforget-to honor the whites
largest contribution to help- · came a new addition to the
ingslaves.
· line.
who were persecuted and
gave their lives to insure our
As a teenager, young Levi
In spite of threats from
freedom and pursuit of
Coffin and his cousin,
slave catchers, boycotts of his
equality and we should al-:
Vestal Coffin, started a
businesses, -expulsion from
ways include them in our
Sunday School to teach
the local Quaker community, ·
written history and history
slaves to read the Bible.
his refusal to sell goods made
celebrations.
However, pressure from
by slaveJabor and opposition
Since today marks the be..:
slavehoiders soon closed·the
from neighbors, ~~fiin conginning of Black History
_school. By the ~arly 182o's
tinued
'his abolitionist work
Month, I have chosen the
though slaveholders CO!Jld .
raising money and encouragLevi Coffin family, white
not prove ·the Quakers' ining
others to become in- _·
Quakers who helped more
volvement in helping runvolved
in . the antislavery
away slaves, Quakers were ·
than 3,000 Blacks escape
movement.
,After the -CiVil
slavery in North Carolina, Inbeing heavily persecuted for
·
w
ar,
Coffin
helped_found
diana and Ohio during the
the help they were~ suspected
the
Freedmen's
Bureau', and
1700S.
of giytng to slaves. Thus, by
helped
freed
slaves
·establish
1826, the,· Coffins had
Mary and Levi Coffin,
·
btisui.esses
andsecure
educa'Sr., became involved in the
moved their family t() In~i
tions.
.
_ ,...
· opposition to slavery as
ana.
Today,-:Coffin~s
_
I
ndiana
newly emigrate~ farmers . _· Soon after inoving ·to
from New England to a large· - Newport, ~ndlana,- LeVi, Jr. . home· .is· a nationalhistofic·
-· .
r
landmark and a 6-foot monQual;<.er community in Guilarid his wife became prosperument .erected by· Black's:ihford County, North Carolina
ous fanners~ mill and ~ store
Cincinnati stands over 'hi&
during the mid-1700s. Havowners and investors in .the
grave. Indeed,-Coftm wits·a
Bank . of Indiana~ ·-'H:~ :-used .
- ing been influenced greatly
by the teachings -of John
"brothe:r's keeiJer" for our antheir wealth arid stantfutg in
Woolman who believed
cestors and today; we honor
the communitY to fund (09<1;
him. Harambee! ·
slaveholding was not comclothing and transportation

·~ ·r---=-ao_v_e-rn-or--=s=--c-on---=w=-=-=_-ro-nu---=T=-o--. T
~ Tamper With Amendments
m
irl

w h a t next? Newly installed Governor Rick Scott
has raised eyebrows on several ofhis decisions
i= since his inauguration especially his latest decision to
tamper with Constitutional Amendments 5 and 6. Re0 ceQ.tly passed by voters with a more than 6o percent
~ margin, Amendments 5 and·6 prevent gerrymandering
D: of congressional and legislative voting district bound0 aries.
...I
Nevertheless; immediately after taking office, our
lL
new governor ordered.that Florida's request for preclearance of the Amendments 5 and 6 by the United
States Justice Department be withdrawn. Understand:
any changes to state and county voting procedures
must be approve([ by the Justice Department prior to
being implemented as protected by the Voting Rights·
Act.
.
Critics claim Scott's action was taken to delay implementation of the amendments because the Republican congressional and legislative · majority are
expected to be reduced if the antendments go in:to effect. But the net effect of Scott's action and_potential
lawsuits would no doubt also delay enacting the redrawing of congressional and legislative boundaries 'i n
time for the 2012 elections.
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Leaks Blamed For
$44,000 Water
Bill AI School
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Last week, several residents attended the regularly
scheduled City Council meeting to complain about unusually high water bills. In some
cases, the bills were triple
what they normally were.
During the meeting, Brad
L. Baird, Director of the City
of Tampa Water Department
appeared and assured Council members that each location that received a high bill
would be reviewed. One of
those locations was Middleton High School, 4801 N. 22nd
Street.
The school had been given
a bill for $44,000, which is
more than three times higher
than normal. The cause of the
unusual amount of water
usage was attributed to leaks.
Steve Daignault, Administrator of Public Works
and Utility Services, and
Baird, outlined the problem
at the school in a report to
City Council on Tuesday.
The report stated, "On
January 19, 2011, we inspected this location. The
meter was indicating a huge
leak. Investigations found
seven severely leaking toilets
(these toilets were continuously flushing and did not
stop). Additionally, we found
five leaking showers. All
problems were shown to Middleton's Energy Conservation
mentor. By January 21, 2011,
all leaks were repaired and
water returned to normal."
Derrick Gaines, Assistant Principal of Administration at Middleton High
School said the school does
not receive a monthly bill.
But when they were notified
that there was a problem, a
representative from the
school and the city toured the
campus in an attempt to locate the problem.
Steve
Hegarty,
spokesman for the Hillsborough County Public School
District said, the leaks were
confined to the concession
stand near the football field.
"Now that it is no longer
football season, the concession stand is somewhat of a
remote area. Now, we're
working with the City of
Tampa Utilities to adjust the
bill. The city has been really
accommodating about this."
Hegarty said the normal
water bill for Middleton High
School averages between
$10,000 and $11,000 per
month.
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savings Solutions. The only thing better than saving money 1s saving without ever thinking about
ft. People who know and appredate th1s know to bank with Sllllh.lst. That'~ because Sllllh.lst listens
and develops a variety of t:ustomtzed solutioils that make saving money not only safe and sean, but
totally and completely effortless as welt. Stop by any branch to speak with a Sllllh.lst representative,
call 800.SUNTRUST or vtstt suntrust.comlsolfd.
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Familv Surprised Bv
Woman's Sudden Death
ABlack Arvan Brother
This column may seem
strange today because I'm
going to take a position that
will place me in agreement
with an unlikely organization,
the Aryan Brotherhood.
Normally, ABs (as they're
known in the prison system),
and I have nothing remotely in
common as far as ideologies
are concerned. But in this
instance, I have to admit, their
gripe is valid.
It seems that this group of
white supremacists is up-inarms over Marvel Comics' decision to cast actor Idris Elba
(Stringer Bell from HBO's TV
series The Wire) in the role of
the super hero , Thor in an
upcoming movie.
Their problem with the filmmakers stem from the fact that
.in Nordic, Viking mythology
~ dating back over 3,000 years,
C Thor has always been depicted
il: in northern European counLL tries, like Scandinavia and
Iceland, as the archetype of
white strength and purity. As a
deity, 'he was worshipped as the
god of thunder and the son of
Odin, the creator of the universe.
He was so revered that the
Romans associated him with
the Roman god , Jupiter
(Jove), and even named a day
of the week in his honor .
"Thor's Day" or, as it's now
known, Thursday.
Needless to say, the idea of
Elba, a Black man, portraying
a character so emblematic to
those who believe in the superiority of the white race, has ruffled more than a few feathers .
And as I mentioned, I understand why.
As a.student of history and a
lovei: of my own culture, I
despise revisionism of any
kind. And to see Hollywood,
once again, try to pass an iconic figure off as something he
clearly was never intended to
be seen as, is clearly reprehensible.
·
Lest I'm misunderstood, I'm
not siding with racist who
wouldn't spit on me if I was on
fire for the sake of political correctness. I empathize with
them only because I can truly
relate to the anger that comes
with seeing something you hold
sacred to your identity desecrated for the satisfaction of
others.
.

It would have been easy for
me to sit back and observe this
story from a distance, laugh
and think to myself, "Now they
know how we feel every time
we see ancient Egyptians portrayed as Caucasians. " But I
know this thing goes much
deeper.
When it's understood that
these· studio executives vet
every detail of a project before
they green light the hundreds
of millions it takes to produce
one of these films, a person
can't help but assume that
someone knows exactly what
they're doing when they blatantly decide to alter the racial
ethnicity of a well known figure, mythical or otherwise. The
only question becomes,
"What's their ulterior motive?"
Are they openly trying to
mess with the minds of people
who they know, know better?
Or, are they deliberately twisting facts to confuse future generations, while setting the stage
to take liberties with even more
historical individuals later?
Not to sound like a conspiracy nut (if that's even possible at
this point), but this could just
be a test run to see what they
can get away with. A giant first
step down a slippery slope that
leads to a place where accuracy
doesn't matter and everything
is subject to change in an effort
to fit the agenda of the storyteller.
It may seem like a small issue
now, but in 50 or 60 years
when they make a movie about
the
Barack
Obama
Presidency, who's to say they
won't try their hand then as
well? Our great-grand children
may be introduced to a
Chinese, Arab or even
Polynesian version of the man
we knew as the first "Black"
president.
Never say it can't happen,
because if they were bold
enough to pull this off, there's
no way_of knowing what ·they
may be capable of.
Anyone wanting to contact
Clarence Barr can reach him
at: Clarence Barr, II,
43110-018; Bennettsville
F.C.I.; P. 0. Box 52020;
Bennettsville, SC 29512; or
by email at clarence.barrzg8@gmail.com. Reality On Ice is
© by the Florida Sentinel
Bulletin Publishing Company.
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Sheila Palmore said her
sister, Wendy Corvette
Walker, suffered from the
same ailments as most
African Americans. She had
high blood pressure, and
after a doctor's visit last
week, she discovered she
was also anemic and needed
stronger medication for her
high blood pressure.
On Sunday morning, Ms.
Walker passed away in her
sleep, She was 48 years old.
Ms. Palmore said her sister's death came unexpected.
"She hadn't complained
about anything, and as far as
we know, she had takeri her
medication. Her death has
us all scratching our heads in
disbelief."
Ms. Walker had three
children, and one sibling.

WENDY CORVETTE
WAI:KER
For more than two
decades, Ms. Walker had
been working at the Boys
and Girls Club, starting out
in the first one ever put in a
public housing complex in
Central Park Village. When
she passed, she was working

at the Boys and Girls Club in
North Tampa.
Ms. Palmore said Wendy
enjoyed educating children
and working with special
needs children.
"She really had a passion
for that kind of work."
"She was so much .looking
forward to our family
reunion this summer in
Virginia. She was also
instrumental in helping with
the care of our mother, Ms.
Essie Mae Reed."
Ms. Walker was a member of New Salem Baptist
Church, Rev. Dr. Henry
Lyons, pastor, and a graduate of Robinson High School.
Wilson's Funeral Home is
assisting the family with
arrangements.

·Local Teens Perform Their Poetrv And
Spoken Words At Famous Festival
BY TAMEKA JOHNSON
Freelance Writer

Howard W. Blake High
School has bragging rights
and nationwiP,e recognition
following the performances of
several teenage creative writing students at the renowned
Zora Neal Hurston Festival.
The festival is named in
honor of the 2oth century
charismatic literary figure,
who served as the dominant
female voice of the Harlem
Renaissance.
Blake students Curtis
Davis, Alexandria Scott,
Tyree Murphy and Wayne
Price were among dozens of
performers from across the
state invited to display their
poetic talents on the festival's
stage in Eatonville, near
Orlando. Casey Curry is the
director of Creative Writing at
\ Blake.
She says invitations are usu,ally extended to adult professional writers and poets.
"This is a real big qeal to x:ne,
because the students have
never done it. I sent a D. V.
D. of our most recent fall performance to the Director of
the Hurston Festival and the
staff invited us to perform."
· The invitation marks the
realization of a dream for
Curry. "When I took this
position four years ago, one
of the things really important
to me was exposing my student writers to writers in the
larger community. Their art
form is one that they can very
easily think that they are the
o~ly person doing it."
"For example, if you sing,
there are singers everywhere.
If you play an instrument,
theniis band, there are concerts at school. But, if you are
a writer, there are only the
books, but you donit see the

Blake.Senior, Curtis Davis
performed.
writers."
"It's like how do I get from
point A to point B? So they
have to see it, they have to see
other writers to be motivated
to continue."
"Motivation is just what
Blake senior Thaiesha
Wright says the festival provided her. She is one of more
than so students from Blake
. who attended the festival in
support of her 'classmates·and
says she gained a greater
appreciation for .Hurston.
"I learned that Hurston
was not only a writer, but she
was a revolutionary an<;} radical."
The most important thing is
that she didnit censure herself. She wrote the truth. She
didn't try to make situations
look better than they were."
Blake senior Angel Porter
says, "It was an expe,r ience
unmatched, especially b.eing
from a relatively large town
then going to a small town. I
thought it was going to be
country, but it was a lot more
modern than I expected."
Curry says, "There are two
major homegrown writers
from the State .. One ·is Zora
Neal Ilurston, the other is
Ernest Hemingway. ·One
is a white male, the other is

·wayne Price, junior at
Blake, and Casey Curry,
Director of Blake's Creative
Writing Dept.
an African American female.
My program is extremely
diverse."
There is no greater opportunity to expose my students to
what they can be.i Curry
hopes to travel with her students to the Hemingway
festival in Key West.
The teens were the only high
school students to perform
written work at the Hurston
festival. As a bonus, they
were invited to attend a
standing room only lecture by
playwright and author Pearl
Cleage, at historic St.
Laurence A. M. E. Church.
Cleage is the author of
numerous bo.o ks, including

What Looks Like Crazy On
An Ordinary Day. .-That
novel spent nine weeks on-

New York Times bestseller
list and was an Oprah Bo.ok
Club pick. Cleage also made·
the Essence Magazine bestseller list and won an NAACP ·
image award.
Blake's Creative Writing
students are·currently preparing for their next perfor. mance. Their Spring Reading
takes place April 7 at 7 p. m.
inside Blake's Black Box
Theater . .(Photos courtesy
of Casey Curry)
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HART Board Chair
HCC President Is Black
Historv Month Speaker Addresses Editorial Board

KASHAWN & TREYVON
CHRISTOPHER

Congratulations go
handsome
brothers,
Kashawn and Treyvon
Christopher, who turned
two on January 261h.
They will party at daycare
on Wednesday and at Chuckie
Cheese on Sunday with: their
dad,
Shawn;
mom,
Grashondra Griffin; big
sister, Shauntel Christo~ pher; their grandparents,
0 Edward and Kathy Grifii: fin; Uncle Jarred and Tete
~ Jeanene LeSure; and many
z other family members and
< friends. We love you!

~

DR. KEN ATWATER
... President Hillsborough
Community College

Dr. Ken Atwater, president of Hillsborough Community College, will be the
speaker at the Community
Black History Month Banquet. The event will take place
on Saturday, February 19th, 5
p.m., at the H.O.P.E. Center,
4902 N. 22"d Street (across
from
Middleton
High
School).
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Dr. Atwater became the
seventh president of Hillsborough Community College on
July 1, 2010. He oversees the
college's five campuses and
its 45,000 credit and noncredit students. HCC employs
more than 2,400 full and
part-time employees and is
supported by an annual
budget of more than $200.
Prior to accepting the position as President of HCC,
Dr. Atwater was president
of South Mountain Community College. He earned his
Ph.D. in Higher Education
with a focus on community
colleges, from Southern Illinois University, in Carbondale, IL.
The theme is "Our
Youth Overcoming Challenges Through Education." NOMMO Drama and
Students of Bible Truth Ministries will provide entertainment. Ms. Sartura Smith l.s
the Mistress of Ceremony.
The banquet is sponsored
by Project N.O;W. (New Opportunities Waiting), and the
Tampa Bay Chapter of
ASALH (The Association for
the Study of African Ameri-:can Life and History).
Project N.O.W. ~ll present
the Wall of Heroes Community Volunteer Award to a deserving citizen, and ASALH
will award the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson Award to Road
Ready Tours, owned by Bob
and Marian Massey.
For additional information call (813) 234-3181, (813)
991-7981, or (813) 248-2767.

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Editor

Ms. Alison Hewitt, recently elected chair of the
Hillsborough Area Rapid
Transit (HART) Board of Directors, met with the Sentinel
Editorial Board on Wednesday. She was joined by David
Armijo, CEO of HART, and
Steve Rosenstock, Manager of Marketing.
This · was Ms. Hewitt's
first meeting with the Editorial Board since taking over
the chairmanship of the 12member board.
She talked about the direction the agency is moving towards after the 1c sale tax for
light rail failed in the November election. Most of HART's .
funding comes from ad-valorem taxes, she·stated.
Although the year will be
difficult, Ms. Hewitt said
none of the services to their
constituents will be affected.
"Customer service is a priority," she said. As a matter of
fact, she added that there is
an increase in services offered
at night.
With the loss of the tax,
Ms. Hewitt said there have
been no layoffs. The agency
has added 15 buses and 6o
employees over the past 3
years under the leadership of
Armijo. "Any cuts that have
been made have come from
the top," she stated. Armijo
added that the agency has not
raised fares. ·
Ms. Hewitt said the
agency is in the process of
union negotiations. As the

MS. ALISON HEWI'IT

new Chair she proposes to
start an Employee Leadership
Committee, where each section of HART has a representative that will collectively
work on policy changes and
leadership training ..
Ms. Kay Andrews,
Chairma1,1 of the Sentinel Ed'itorial Board, brought out ·a
concern about how passengers are getting information
about changes or additions to
services. She suggested connecting with neighborhood
organizations to discuss
changes, as opposed to showing a lot of maps that passeng~rs don't understand.
In addition to passengers,
Ms. Andrews was also concerned about the drivers.
HART has over $73 million in
capital projects underway.
One is the Metro Rapid NorthSouth that will travel along
Nebraska Ave. The advantage
of this service, which goes
into effect in 2012, will be signal priority.
"Our challenge is to keep
HART under wraps ... and we
have to listen to the community as we move ahead," Ms.
Hewitt said.
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Citv Has No Place
For The Homeless·
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
Last Thursday, City of
Tampa Director of Growth
Management and Development Services, Cynthia
Miller, presented a report to
the Tampa City Council regarding the homeless .
Ms. Miller's report
specifically addressed the
possibility of utilizing cityowned properties for a
homeless shelter and service
area.
"We have reviewed our
asset records for vacant
buildings and have not identified a building that would
be suitable for emergency or
transitional housing fo r
homeless individuals or families."
"Unlike the county that
has a social service program,

we don't have funding for
transitional housing. The solution to this problem would
be to follow the model set in
San Antonio, Texas and get
the business community to
step forward and invest in a
homeless shelter and service
area project."
The project in San Antonio is called "Haven For
Hope, and Mayor Pam
Iorio will be hosting a meeting later this month to share
information on the facility.
In Ms. Miller's report,
she presented information
related to recent funding for
organizations that serve
homeless individuals and
families.
"The funding for these
programs comes from various federal grants, including
Community · Development
Block Grant Funds, the

Neighborhood Stabilization.
Programs, and the Homeless
Prevention and Rapid ReHousing Grant.
"The most critical part of
providing any building to
house the homeless and provide them services will be
whether or not citizens want ·
·it in their community. That
· has been the biggest stumbling block in efforts by the
city and county."
The majority of cityowned properties are located
within inner-city communities. Due . to the growing
number of homeless people
in Tampa, Mayor iorio has
been studying - how other
cities have handled the problem, what information· she
could bring to Tampa that
would help create the funding necessary to create a
place for the homeless.
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Today's Birthday--- As you complete a project that's been with you for a while, you may feel
sad. Take strength in new ideas. You don't need to look back. Surround yourself by those who truly
love and appreciate you. Together, you'll create an even more wonderful new future.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) --Move the puzzle pieces around to see something that was invisibly staring you in the face. It all makes sense! This opens up entirely new play options.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) --Imagine new possibilities for practical business matters and
other interests. Let yourself play with these ideas, noting details. Set the stage for action.
Aries (March 21-April19) --With a little help from your friends, you resolve any financial
challenges. They know they can count on you, and your positive attitude keeps it moving.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- Keep your schedule well organized, so that you can provide accurate info to others as well as improving workflow. Everyone appreciates the ease that this allows.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) --A little give and take goes a long way toward establishing and
maintaining balance and unexpected creativity on the team. Give them what they need.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) --You're in the leadership flow, directing and lighting the way.
Give in to it, and allow others to contribute. Appreciate them. This empowers you both.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) --Travel inspires your creativity. Let yourself fantasize about how great
it could be, and imagine incredible results. Then write down any intentions for greater clarity. · ·
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- Prepare yourself early for something special. Your hard work has
paid off, and it all comes together today. Allow extra time to support others.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) -- Step back and take an overall view of the visible options to discover
more you haven;t seen. Consider how best to allocate resources. Something exciting develops.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) --You've been taking care of business, and have the results to show
it. Keep up the momentum, and give in to some celebration. You deserve it!
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) --Your friends or siblings have keen insight and ideas for your
work. Brainstorming opens up new possibilities. Invent and play together for practical results.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) --Old habits seem set in glue for someone who wants to maintain control. This works out fine for you. Just let it all be, and focus on your priorities.
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"Around The Town" photographer caught these
lovely ladies attending a "Bridal And After Five Fashion Show" They are Ms. Margie Davis and Ms. Matherine Nurse.
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ALL MY CHILDREN- Krystal consoles Jack about Erica; JR is disturbed when he finds the
stolen jewelry in Annie's room; Kendall and Greenlee bond. Kendall collapses to the ground; Brot
and Natalia take measures to be together; Jackson walks in on Erica and Caleb in an embrace and
jumps to conclusions.Cara becomes frustrated after Tad declines her offer of help in his investigation; David is taken out .of jail to save Kendall's life; Madison's pregnancy bump starts to show,
and Ryan may find o_ut.
BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL- Stephanie agrees to Brooke's request; Stephanieissues
Stephen a stern warning about Pam; Donna shares her good news With Eric; Hope attempts to
poke holes hi Amber's pregnancy story, but .Amber sticks to her guns. Amber confesses to Oliver
ab,out being pregnant; the Logan sisters reminisce about their late mother and brother; a surprise
out-of-town guest arrives just in time for Donna and Justin's nuptials; Bill ruffles the feathers of
several wedding guests. The entire family gathers to celebrate Donna's wedding; Marcus is happy
to see his parents reunited; Amber tries to convince Oliver to remain quiet about having slept with
her; Hope and Liam question Oliver.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- EJ tells Stefano to proceed with their plans for Rafe; Jennifer is
'knocked out and strapped to an operating table; Nicole's sister, Taylor, pays her a surprise visit;
Daniel tells Sami it's too soon to know if Rafe has any brain damage from the accident. Nicole suspects that Taylor has an ulterior motive; impostor Rafe begins his impersonation; Carly witnesses
an emotional moment between Bo and Hope; Daniel realizes that Ben is trafficking in organs
through the prison. Rafe awakens to see he's behind bars; Ben is devastated to learn Lee had taken
out Jennifer's heart; Chad fells rebuffed by Stefano when EJ shows tip; Bo and Hope almost kiss.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Michael breaks down and tells Jason the truth about his time in
prison; early asks Jax for a divorce; Siobhan falls for Lucky's trap. Brenda admits the truth to
Dante; Lulu.finds Brenda in Dante's arms; Lucky sets up a plan of entrapment to outwit the Balkan.
Carly points a gun at Dante; Nik gets jealous when a busiQess partner shows interest in Brook
Lynh; Brenda and Carly throw down.
,
ONE LIFE TO LIFE- Starr visits a delusional Marty at St. Ann's; Jessica and Brody convince
Natalie and John to join them in a double wedding; Echo discovers that Shane is being bullied.
DQrian suggests Kelly tell Joey the truth about her feelings; Clint has a camera planted in Aubrey's
room; Bo tells Rex all the horrible things that Clint has done.Natalie and Jessica may be up for
their bachelorette party; John and Brody say good-bye to their bachelorhood; a chance meeting
with Todd gives Vilnal the confidence he rieeds to stand up to Clint.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Kay and Jill learn the truth from Cane; Sofia confronts
Blake. Lily gives Cane an ultimatum; Victor bonds with Kyle. Lily has second thoughts about Cane;
Blake causes a violent confrontation.

This happy trio were guests at the Annual Bay Area
Brotherhood Club Banquet. They are (L-R): Mrs. Eura ~
Lee Adams, her son, Roland Bell and Mrs. Mary. ~
Mitchell.
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Ms. Betty Bolden and Ms. Kimberly were guests at ~
The Community Baptist Church Directory Service.
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Februarv Is Heart Month:
'Wear Red FridaV!'
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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According to statistics,
heart disease remains the # 1
killer of women over the age
of 20, and one out of three
women are still dying from
heart disease. In recognition
of American Heart Month, ·
Friday, Feb. 4, has been designated as "National
Wear Red Day."
All citizens, but women
in particular, are encouraged
to wear red. The theme for
the campaign is "Go Red
For Women." Additionally, anyone wishing to have
a health professional discuss
his or her heart score can
visit a fire station on that
day.
·
.
The two .fire stations participating in the event from
10 a.m. until 2 p.m., are Fire
Station 9, 2525 W. Chestnut,
and Fire Station 14, 1325 S.
ChurchAvenue.
Tampa Fire Chief Tom
Forward said, "This is a
worthwhile initiative ahd
anytime we can do some:thing to improve the quality
of life or for public safety issues, it is always a plus. Tills
is an opportunity for us to
highlight the women in our

·n
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FIRE CHIEF TOM
FORWARD .

lives, -- our wives, mothers,
daughters, and sisters, and
we . should encourage them
to have a heart check up."
Captain Bill Wade
spokesperson for the Tampa
Fire
Department said,
"Ther~ will be a health care
professional at these two fire
. stations to talk with folks
about their cardiac health.
There will be informational
handouts and firefighters

Will conduct blood pressure
screenings at all fire stations
in the Tampa area.
"We are encouraging
people to come out meet the
health care professional and
maybe they will give you so ·
good advice on what you
need to talk to your doctor
about," he said.
The American Heart Association, in partnership
with local first responders,
are promoting the Wear
Read Day to draw attention ·
. to heart disease. Once a person has had his or her blood
. pressure checked, he or she
is encouraged to visit the
website
at
www.heart.org/mylifecheck.
, which is a free online quiz ·
from the American Heart Association. The person will be
given a heart health score,
between one and ten to
enter.
In addition to the fire departments, two buildings the
SunTrust Building in downtown Tampa, and The Pier in
downtown St. Petersburg,
will go red during the entire
month of February.
For more information,
visit GoRedForWomim.org
or call 1-888-MY-HEART (1- .
888-694-3278).
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12th Annual GSH
Gospel Music Awards
Earlier this month, GSH
Gospel, Inc. held its 12th Annual GSH Gospel Music
Awards program. The event
was held at the Center For
Manifestation, Dr. Mark T.
Jones, Pastor.
The energetic program
featured gospel singers,
mimes and gospel groups
from all over the state showcasing their talents.
The talent · program has
been ongoing since 1999 and
was founded by Gloria S.
Hines. Proceeds from the
program assists selected students with book stipends.
Program participants and
award presenters were:
Carol SimpsoJt, Pastor
and
Mrs.
W.
R.
Roundtree, III, Michelle
Dix, Pastor Carol Peterson, Elder AI Baldwin,
Pastor J. Rice Rollins, II,
Derek Smith, Cora MilesJefferson, Dana Mackey,
Vision ofHarmony, Pastor Danny C. and First
Lady Katrina Osborne,
Carol Simpson, Addie
Joe Holton, Randall 'C',
Pastor Eddie and Mrs~
Boles and Gloria Hines.
Award winners were: New

CEO and Founder, Gloria
Hines .and Carol Simpson,
Vice President•

Artist of the Year, Monique
Smith-Spivey; Solo Artist of
the.Year, Derek Smith; Best
Duo, Upshaw Singers; Musician of the Year, Ernest
Collins; Best Choir, Cepeda
McKay and No Limits;
Best Youth Ministry, All in
the Family; Best Hip-Hop .
Performing Ministry, AU in
the Family; and Radio Announcers of the Year, AI
Baldwin, WTAN 1340 and
Carlton Burgess, 1150 AM
and 96.1FM. (Photos by
Frederick Harris)
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Bruno Mars Takes Plea Deal com:~::::~~~~stic
In Vegas Cocaine Case
violence Program

BRUNO MARS
LAS VEGAS -- Pop singer
Bruno Mars is taking a plea
deal in Las Vegas to be allowed
to pay a fine, serve probation
and have a felony cocaine possession charge against him dis-

missed, authorities said.
The 25-year-old Grammy
nominee is due before a Las
Vegas judge Feb. 4 to waive an
evidentiary hearing so he can
plead guilty and be sentenced
in state court, his attorneys
and Clark County District Attorney David Roger said.
Mars' real name is Peter
Hernandez. Defense lawyers
David Chesnoff and Blair
Berk said that if he pays a
$2,000 fine, performs 200
hours of community service,
completes drug counseling and
stays out of trouble for a year,
no conviction will remain on
his record.

Oprah's OWN Completing Its
One-Month Anniversarv

OPRAH WINFREY
NEW YORK --As it nears its
one-month mark, the Oprdh
· Winfrey Network has grown
its prime-time audience by 1/3
over the network it replaced.
OWN's all-dayviewership is
up 25% over the year-ago audience for Discovery Health,
the channel OWN claimed
when it signed on Jan. 1.
Christina ·Norman, the
network's CEO, calls its first

month "an encouraging start"
and declares, "The idea
works."
"The audience understands
what this is supposed to be,"
she said from the network's
Los Angeles headquarters. "It
is not a network built around a
person. It'~ a network built
around a person's world view."
That person, of course, is
Oprah Winfrey, who is ending her weekday syndicated
talk shoW this Spring to concentrate on her cable startup,
which is in So million homes.
An average of 297,000 viewers are watching OWN in
prime time, with an average of
145,000 viewers tuned in during the full day, according to
Nielsen Co. data measuring ·
the network from Jan. 1 to Jan.
23.

CHRIS BROWN
LOS ANGELES -- Chris
Brown has completed a domestic violence counseling
program required as part of
the singer's guilty plea to assaulting then-girlfriend Rihanna nearly two years ago.
On Friday, Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Patricia
Schnegg congratulated the
Brown_for finishing the yearlong program. As a result of
completing the required counseling, Brown will no longer
have to appear in court every
three months for progress report hearings.
Brown is serving five years
of probation after pleading
guilty last year to assaulting
pop star Rihanna.
The judge said she would
consider lifting the protective
order against Brown at a
later date. The order requires
Brown to stay at least 100
yards away from Rihanna.

Taraii P. Henson
~
Chooses Nuditv Over Fur ~

Taraji P. Henson shows ~---------------------,
no hint of shyness as she
strikes a sexy - and totally
naked - pose for a new ad
campaign.
The actress, 40, shows off a
toned physique and a sultry
stare for PETA's "I'd Rather
Go Naked Than Wear Fur"
campaign.
"I don't think a living being
should suffer for the sake of
fashion, period," Henson
says. "End of story."
Henson's campaign will
debut at PETA's New York
Fashion Week Bash on Feb. L . . - - - - - . . . . ; 1 1
10, and the ad will also appear
TARAJI P. HENSON
on a billboard in L.A.

Diddv Buvs Son Justin
Another Mavbach

TRACY MORGAN

TNT offered up a mea culpa
to former vice-presidential
candidate Sarah Palin after
Tracy Morgan made some,
urn, below-the-belt remarks
about the Mama Grizzly
during a live pregame broadcast of "Inside the NBA."
So just what did he say that
was so bad?
Things got rolling when the
hosts were chatting about who
was hotter: Sarah Palin or
the funnyman's "30 Rock" costar Tina Fey (who won an
Emmy for her spot-on satirical
portrait of the half-term Republican governor turned tube
personality). That prompted
Charles Barkley to say,
"Sarah Palin's good looking,
isn't she?"
Not one to shy away from
speaking his mind, Morgan
went rogue: "Let me tell you
something about Sarah
Palin- she's good masturbation material."
"It's unfortunate Mr. Morgan showed a lack of judgment on our air with his
inappropriate comments," a
TNT spokesman said.
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Diddy And Son, Justin And The New Mayback Limo

Apologizes for Tracv
Morgan's Palin Joke

~
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Diddy's son, Justin re- $396,000.
"tt
cently celebrated his 17th
Speaking on his recent C
birthday and marked the occa- · birthday gift for his son, ~
sion with a more low key cele- Diddy told London's The Inbration compared to last dependent that he rewarded
year's appearance on MTV's his son for being an honor stu- C
"My Super Sweet Sixteen. "
dent and hopes he'll use it for ~
What wasn't low key how- special occasions.
m
ever was his gift from Bad Boy
"Justin has turned himself ~
Records head who bought him around and is now an Honors ~
another $300,000 plus May- student, which he wasn't be- ~
bach; this time a limousine.
fore, so I wanted to treat him. CJ)
Diddy was criticized last It's a collector's car so maybe ~
year for buying such an expen- he will use it for special occa- <
sive gift for the teen but obvi- sions like on a first date, but ~
ously ignored critics and gave like all my kids, he prefers the C
his son another luxury car es- simpler things than the expen- 3:J
timated
to
cost
over sive things. Simple tastes."
c

en
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Woman Blames DiddV for
World Trade Center Collapse,
Diddyhas

b e e n
blamed for
many crazy
things over
the years-but a new court filing takes it
to a whole new level!
Valerie Joyce Wil~on
Turks is seeking a restraining
order against the star, real
name Sean' Combs, accusing
him of .a whole plethora of
wrong doings.
According to Turks, the 41year-old, aloJ;lg with his exgirlfriend, Kim Porter and
LAPD brutality victim Rodney King, ARE responsible
for the collapse of the World
Trade Center amongst other
outrageous alleged atrocities.

In the disturbing court documents, Turks claims that
she dated Diddy, and that the
two have a son together, Cor. nelius Wilson, 23 years old.
She alleges that she has
been subjected to abuse from
2001 - 2010 and that:
"[Diddy] went through Kim
Porter and Rodney King
and knocked down the WTC
and then they all came and
knocked my children down.
Set me up to be on disability
and disabled my baby, he put
my baby in a wheelchair."
Valerie is requesting a cool
$goo billion dollars in child
. support·, and $1oo billion dollars for "loss of iricome."
C)
The judge refused to issue a m
.....
temporary restraining order. .....

'1.

~~~--~~--------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------~Sports
~

Manin luther King 111·
looking To Buv Mets
to the New York Post.
King is aligned with sever~
al entreprenuers, including
Donn Clendenon Jr., son
of the 1969 Mets World
Series MVP, and TV executive Larry Meli.
If successful, the 53-yearold King would be Major
League Baseball's first
African-American owner.
He currently runs the King
Center for Nonviolent Social
Change in Atlanta.
"It's fitting with the legacy
of Jackie Robinson essentially transferring to the ·
Mets, what better place to
have African-American ownership than with the Mets?"

MARTIN LUTHER KING ill

The son of the late civil
rights leader has joined with
former Met Ed Kranepool
and other investors to
explore the idea of purchasing at least a 50 percent
share in the team, according
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Harrison's Steelers
Bring Rough-Tumble
DTo Big D
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Heading into next weekend's Super Bowl against the
Green Bay Packers, the
Steelers view themselves
simply as a hard:.nosed
bunch, •the rightful scions of
the Steel Curtain of yesteryear.
Others. might use another
word: dirty. ·
_"To be honest with you, I ·
re~lly don't care," cornerback Ike Taylor said.
"This ain_'t flag football. So,
of course, some ·collisions
are going -to oc·cur, some
more serious than others,"
Taylor
explained.
"Hopefully when guys do get
hit, you would like for guys
at least to· get up. Whether
they get up, slow or fast, peo- ·
ple would like for a guy to
get up on his own:. A lot of
times that·don,:t happen. But
of_t~e- game."
that's all a
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JAMES HARRISON

w

z

i= With two scary hits on a .
z single Sunday ., an.d with the
w

en fines, attention and acrimo-

C§

_

ny that followed - Pittsburgh
Steelers linebacker .James
0 Harrison became the symLL bol of a season iii which the
NFL tried to make clear
what is. and isn't .the right
way to tackle. ·
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Super Bowl XLV
sundav, Feb-&.ih · ~ &:30 ;:p~m~--- FOX
.

GREEN·BAY
PACKERS
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PITTSBURGH
STEELERS

Drew Rosenhaus:
Plaxico Burress
_Will Plav In 2011

PLAXICO BURRESS

Plaxico Burress is
expected to be out of prison ·
in six months, and once
Burress is free, his agent is
ready to get right to work on
getting him signed with an
NFL team.
"I'm not a big advocate of
making predictions on
teams because so much can
change," Drew Rosenhaus said Plaxico Burress
will be playing in 2011, and
he will play very well. And it
will be a very happy ending
to a very tough, tough story
for him."

Titans RB Johnson
Stunned Bv
Fisher's Depanure

CHRIS JOHNSON

KAPOLEI, HAWAII
Tennessee star Chris
Johnson was stunned by
coach Jeff Fisher's departure,from the Titans.
"It was a surprise;'' the running back said Friday after
Pro Bowl practice . "I thought
it was going to be the quarterback (Vince Young) or
the head coach and it was
actually both of them. So I
guess we're kind of 'i n the
rebuilding process."
The Titans have decided to
either trade Young or
release him later this offseason.

Eagles Reponedlv
To Tag 'Franchise'
Michael Vick
.

The Eagles' plan at quarterback is reportedly beginning to come into focus, as
the team plans to apply the
franchise tag to Michael
Vick and entertain trade
offers for Kevin Kolb,
according
to
Adam
Schefter.
If the Eagles tag Vick, he'd
be under contract for 2011 at
the average salary of the five
highest-paid quarterbacks in
the league under the current
rules surrounding _the franchise tag. It is unknown how .
a new collective bargaining
agreement would impact the
tag.
. Kolb, on the other. hand,
would be perhaps the best
quarterback available in the ·
offseason, and could command a very good return
from a needy team. If the
Eagles choose to keep him,
he'll be playing for a very
palatable $1.4 million.

.

MICHAEL VICK

The Eagles faced a similar
situation entering last season, with Kolb entering the
season as a starter. But an
injury in the season's first
game forced Vick into
action, and the story of his
season is well-known. Vick
never relinquished the starting job; electrifying the
league on the way to his
fourth career Pro Bowl in his
second $eason removed from
prison.

Woodson To President:·
'See You At
The White House'
GREEN BAY, Wis. - Green
Bay Packers cornerback
Charles Woodson said he
got on President Barack
Obama's bandwagon a few
years ago. So as far as
Woodson is concerned,
there's no reason the world's
best-known Chicago Bears
fan can't back the rival
Packers in the Super Bowl. ·
Obama was in Wisconsin
to give a speech on the economy Wednesday, and was
given a Packers jersey signed ·
by Woodson with themessage, "~ee you at the White
House. Go Packers."
Obama had said he would
attend the Super Bowl if his
favorite team made it.
Instead, the Packers beat the
Bears on Sunday - and presumably would make the
Super Bowl winner's traditional visit to the White
House if they beat Pittsburgh
in the Feb. 6 game.

CHARLES WOODSON

Woodson said he voted for
Obama, and jokingly suggested that meant the
President owed it to him to
back the.Packers.
"I jumped on his bandwagon a couple years ago and
voted for him," Woodson
said. "So for him to only go to
the Super Bowl because
Chicago's there, I thought it's
not fair to me. I'm a voter,
I'm a taxpayer. So I wanted
him to root for the Packers as
well."

Celtics' RiVers Fined~$151 .
LOS ANGELES - Boston
Celtics coach Doc Rivers has
been fined $15,000 for leaving the court too slowly after
being ejected from a game in
Phoenix.
Rivers' fine was announced Sunday morning befpre
Boston played the Los
Angeles Lakers.
Rivers was tossed during

the
second
quarter of the
Celtics' 88-71
loss to the
Suns on Friday
night. He wasn't
certain
DOC
exactly what
RIVERS
he had done to
earn the fine,
but didn't mind it.

Rivers says coaches don't
know how much time they
have before they'll be fined
for leaving the court too slowly. He jokingly suggested
starting a 30-second clock
after an ejection to entertain
the fans.
Rivers also says the lightness of the fine indicates the
NBA wasn't terribly angry.

.1

BEAUTY UNLIMITED
Police: Shot Fired
At Former 'Bama
Star McClain

Girls District Stans Todav
The girls road to the State
Basketball Tournament starts
today (Tuesday) with district
play . Eight schools in
Hillsborough County will be
hosting tournaments with all
games beginning on Tuesday.
Gaither will host the 5A-9
district where Freedom is
seeded
#1.
King,
Chamberlain, Hillsborough,
Gaither and Freedom will
make up the field.
Riverview will be the #1
seed at the sA-8 district,hosted by Durant. Armwood,
East Bay, Tampa Bay Tech,
Plant City, Durant and
Newsome make up the field.
Jefferson will host the 4A-9
district. The 22-1 Dragons
will be joined by Strawberry
Crest, Blake, Steinbrenner,
Robinson, Spoto, Lennard
and Middleton to make up
the field.
District 3A-10 will be held
at Berkeley Prep .. Berkeley

Prep . Clearwater Central
Catholic, St. Petersburg
Catholic, Academy of the
Holy Names, and #1 seed
Tampa Catholic make up the
field.
Calvary Christian will host
the 2A-10 district. Tampa
Prep. Bishop McLaughlin,
Brooks-DeBartolo, Calvary
Christian and Indian .Rocks
Christian, the #1 seed, make
up the field.
At Tampa Bay Christian,
Cambridge, Canterbury and
Keswich Christian will battle
for the A-9 title.
Seffner Christian will host
the final district, A-8. Citrus
Park Christian, Bayshore
Christian,
_ Bradenton
Christian, Hernando and
. Seffner Christian will try to
continue on toward state.
Jefferson, Riverview,
Tampa Catholic, Indian
Rocks, Sickle,s, Tampa Bay
Tech and Plant have the best
chances of getting to state.

.NBA suspends O.J. Mavo
For Positive .Drug Test
MEMPHIS,
TENNESSEE. The NBA s ti~·~
pended guard
O.J. Mayo for
10 games with-'
out pay on
Thursday
for
O.J.MAYO
violating the
league
and
union's anti-drug program
with positive doping test.
Mayo tested positive for
dehydroepiandrosterone
(DHEA), blaming an overthe-counter supplement that
he -didn't know was banned
. bytheNBA.
His suspension will start on
Friday when the Grizzlies

a

visit Philadelphia, and he will
be able to return on Feb. 15
aJso against the 76ers in
Memphis.
·
·
Mayo said in a statement
released by the team tha~ he
was extremely disappointed
he will miss 10 games as the
Grizzlies 'were making a push
for the playoffs.
"It was an honest mistake,
but I take full responsibility
for niy actions," Mayo said. ·
"I apologize to my fans, teammates and the Grizzlies organization for regrettably not
doin·g the necessary research
about what supplements I
can put in niy body."
·

· Durant: Bosh ·
'Fake Tough Guv'

Kevin Durant c~lled out
Chris Bosh after the two had
a verbal altercation during
the Heat's win over ·the
Thunder on Sunday.

OKLAHOMA CITY Kevin Du:r·a nt drew a rare
technical foul for jawing with
Miami's Chris Bosh in the
first quarter of their game
Sunday. And he wasn't done
talking.
When asked about it after
the game, Durant had more

harsh words for Bosh.
. "I was talking to my team:~
mate and he deCided he want- .
ed to put his 2 cents into .it. ·
I'qi a quiet gU:y, -a laid-back .
guy, but I'm not going Jo l~t
nobody talk trash to me. He's
on a good team now, so ~e
thinks he ·Ca.n talk a little bit/'
Durant ~aid_. . '
· ·
"There's a lot of fake tough ·
· guys in this Ieag:ue ;md he'~
one of them, ~' Durant added~
Durant ·says he was upset ·
because Bosh got involved in
his conversation with a team- .
mate. Bosh says Dura~t
was telling. James Harden ·
that next time, he should.
dunk on Bosh. Bosh had
.
fiouIed Harden on th e preVIous play to prevent a fast- ·
break layup.
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ROLANDO MCCLAIN

DECAT,UR, Ala. - Police
say someone shot at a vehicle driven by former
Alabama football star
Rolando McClain while
he was in his hometown of
Decatur.
No one was hurt, and
police said Friday they're
unsure whether the shooter
realized the vehicle belonged
to McClain, who now plays
for the NFL's Oakland
Raiders ..
Police say McClain called
authorities about 7 p.m.
Thursday to report that
someone in a group on a
street corner had shot at his
Chevy Tahoe while he was
driving by. Officers found a
slug stuck in the rear door of
the SUV, but the bullet didn't ente-r the passenger compartment. No one was
· arrested.

Swing Adjustments,

Puns Hamper Tiger
At Farmers

TIGER WOODS

Unable to mount a Sunday
charge, Tiger Woods
closed with a 3-over-par 75
, at cool and overcast Torrey
.· :Pines and tied for 44th in
. the Farmers Insurance
· ·
fi h d
h
Open. He nis e wit a 1u,n der total of 287, 15
strokes behind winner
Bubba Watson.
Woods - a six-time winner of the event - made two
.birdies and five bogeys on
the South Course. While his
driving accuracy improved
. , ' to 64 percent, he used a
, week-high 32 putts and
. .never got untracked.
Woods was unable to birdie
any of the par-5s.
d
Woo 8 will return to
. competition at the Omega
Dubai Desert Classic, Feb.
10-13.
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What a beautiful time to reveal to you this week's
Beauty Unlimited feature, Lafawn. This young lady
says her favorite stars are Russell Simmons and
Kandi, and her hobbies are playing with her kids,
cooking and telling jokes. In the future, Lafawn wants
to take her life and business to another level by
opening boutique and letting her mother run it. She '
also. wants to travel the world promoting, networking,
hosting fashion shows and meeting new people. Her
ultimate goal is to host a big fashipn show in Atlanta.
Lafawn's philosophy of life is: "I feel like you get out
of life what you put into it. The best way to predict
our future is to create it, and I'm creating a master- ·
piece." The man in Lafawn's life ·must have his head
on his shoulders, love and respect his mother, sets.
goals and tries to achieve them, be clean cut and
know where he's been and where he's going. He
also must love to laugh. Congratulations to Lafawn
as this week's Beauty Unlimited feature .

a

If you're, interested in being in.the.Beauty Unlimited or
Spotlight; please send your inf(?rmation and photo,
including a cc;mtact number to:jjohn~on-@flsentinel.com

9" Roller........................·.. ~ ........... $1 ~so
nt Brushes......................................~ 99¢'
LIMIT 2WITH THIS AD ONLY!!
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Man Gets 101 Years In Prison
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MRS. DOROTHY LEE
REEVES DUBOSE

MR. CHARLES LEE
GUILFORD

Homegoing celebration for
Mrs. Dorothy Lee Reeves Dubose of Tampa, who was called
home to be with her Heavenly
Father on January 25, 2011, will
be held Tuesday, February 1,
2011, at 12 p. m. at Mt. Zion
AME Church, 5920 Robert Tolle
Dr., Riverview, FL, Rev.
Dwayne K. Gaddis, pastor, officiating; Interment will be in
Rest Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
Mrs. Dorothy Lee Reeves Dubose's journey of life began on
April 23, 1915. She was born to
Frank and Frances Wright
Reeves in Madison, FL. During
her early childhood, the family
moved to Sanford, FL. She was
trained and nurtured in a caring Christian home. She joined
the Methodist Church in Sanford, FL. She was educated in
the public schools of Seminole
County.
Dorothy came to Tampa as a
young adult and united with the
Mt. Zion A. M. E. Church in
Hyde Park. She was a loyal and
faithful member, serving on the
Usher Board and other church
committees for over 6o years, ·
until her health began to fail
her.
She met and married Anthony Dubose in Tampa, who
preceded her in death.
She leaves to cherish her
memory:· son, Emariuel, Sr.,
(Martha) Jones; three grandchildren, Emanuel Jones, Jr.,
Staci M; Jones, Seffner, FL, and
Allyson A. (Jeffrey) Brown, Atlanta, GA; two great grandchildren, Sage and Jacob Brown of
Atlanta, GA; sister, Gladys
Williams, Sanford,. FL; devoted
sister-in-law, .C elia Jones, New
York, NY; several nieces and
nephews . and . other relatives;
goddaughter, Deadrea Sampson. Dorothy was blessed with
many dear friends, some of
whom she had known for many
years. She cherished her time
with them.
She was especially blessed
with the support and dedication
of her church family.
The viewing was held Mon·day, January 31, 2011, from
12:30-4:30 p. m. at Aikens Funeral Home and 1 hour before
the service begins on Tuesday.
The family and friends are
asked to meet at the church on
Tuesday for the service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

Homegoing celebration for
Mr. Charles Lee Guilford of
Tampa (Progress Village), who
passed away Tuesday, January
25, 2011, will be held Wednesday, February 2, 2011, at 1 p. m.
at First Baptist Church of
Progress Village, 8616 Progress
Blvd.,
with
Dr.
Samuel
Maxwell, .Senior Teaching Pastor, officiating. Interment will
follow in Rest Haven Memorial
Park Cemetery with military
honors.
Mr. Guilford was born November 20, 1930, in Daleville,
Alabama, to Cherry Lee and
Flora Guilford. He graduated
from Bellwood High School in
Bellwood, AL, 1951. On October ·
8, 1951, Mr. Guilford was
drafted in the .United States
Army. He was honorably discharged on October 8, 1953· He
returned to Bellwood, AL, and
married his high school sweetheart, Virgipia Sconiers Guilford.
In March of 1954, Mr. Gullford reloca~ed his family to
Tampa. He graduated from
Blake Vocational Technical
School in 1955 as a brick
mason. He worked as a brick
mason. Later he changed his
profession and gained employment in 1962 at General Electric
Company as an A Winder Motorist in the Apparatus Dept.
After 28 years of employment,
he retired.
In 1960, Charles became a
member of First Baptist Church
of Progress Village and later
joined the Usher Board. He was
very dedicated t9 his church.
Charles was preceded iii
death by: his three daughters,
Barbara Guilford, Charlene
Williams and Linda Eddie; father, Cherry Lee Guilford; two
sisters, Mattie P. Shiggs and
Annie Joyce Donald; and a sonin-law, Curtis Carter.
Charles leaves to cherish
precious memories ofhim JJ.!iili:
his devoted wife, Virginia Guilford and loving fainily; 3 daughters,
Geraldine
Carter,
Virginlene McDaniel (Oscar),
and. Cathy Galloway; and
adopted daughter, Francesca
Guilford; 18 grandchildren and
35 great grandchildren; a loving
mother, Flora Guilford (98
years) of Bellwood, AL; 4 siblings, Louis Frank Guilford of
Dothan, AL, ·Melanese· Tyson
(Louis) of Enterprise, AL,
Sherry V. Robinson (Jerome)
a.n d Larry Guilford (Carolyn),
all ' .of Hartford, CT; a loving
mother-in-law,
Catheria
Sconiers of Bellwood, AL; 3 sisters-in-law, Anne Chapman and
Patricia Griffin (Bennie) of AL,
and Catherine Butler (George)
of Tampa; 2 sons-in-law, Lenor.ris Eddie and James Williams;
and a host" of nieces, nephews,
and other relatives and friends.
_T he remains will repose
from 5-8 p. m. and the family
will receive friends from 7- 8 p.
m., Tuesday, February 1, 2011, .
at Wilson Funeral Home, 3000
N. 29th Street.
· Friends are asked to assemble at the church at approximately 12:45 p.m., Wednesday.
. "A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

TELLEC~SEUUURON

JOHNSON
Happy birthday Tellecia
"Sharron" Johnson on January
31, 2011. You would have been
35 years old. Forever young.
From:
mom,
Sharon;
daughters, Laronda and Arria- ·
jab; sister, Shan; and brother,
Amin.

IN MEMORY OF

ANNIE M. SEARCY
Sept. 5, 1925 -

Jan.28,2004
Missing You
Mom, it's been 7 years since
the Lord called you home. Your
job was complete and it was
time for you to rest. A great
prayer soldier has left the battlefield.
Love, your family.

A New York man was sentenced to 107 years behind bars
Monday after making one last
request to a judge, "suck my
'private'."
Zaire Page, 24, was hit
with 107 to life for the death of
Lethania Garcia and for
wounding four other people.
Prosecutors report that
Page was part of a deadly October 2008 shootout in Fort
Greene, New York.
He was given the maximum
sentence Monday after he
stood ·before Judge Vincent
Del Giudice and said,
"With all due respect and
from the bottom of my heart,
suck my d--."
Judge Del Giudice, didn't
miss a beat and replied,

Minnesota Men Videotape Rape
Then Give Up Name And Number
Jerard Braboy is one of
three men involved in allegedly
raping a 22-year-old woman in
Goodview, Minnesota.
Unfortunately for him,
Braboy and his · cohorts
thought it would be entertaining to capture the deed on cam. era resulting in his own arrest.
After meeting the suspect
and another man at a party, the
victim was offered a ride home
but ended up at the residence
of a woman known as
"Jackie."
"Jackie" fell asleep, and .the
victim was hit over the head
after exiting the bathroom . .
She was then thrown on the
bed as the 39-year-old Braboy
allegedly began to rape her.
Police report that a second
suspect held her down and a
third man videotaped the incident .
According to court documents, the victim told the men
to stop several times, and
pleaded for them to release her.
After reviewing the videotape, court documents show
Braboy's cousin was the man
holding the victim down and he
can be heard saying, "We don't
get action like this where we're
from."
That action must have led
Braboy to believe the sex act
was either consensual or that

wFUNERAL
......~...
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"Our Business Is Service"
3000 N. 29th • Tampa, FL 33605
(800) 605-3350. (813) 248-6125
www.wilson-funeralhcima.com

''I
respectfully
decline
your offer.
You are a
danger to
all civilized
members of
society."
Paige
ZAIRE PAGE
and his accomplice
Robert Crawford attacked
the victim Garcia after he left
a state court.
The pair chased him and
shot inside a hair salon where
Garcia was killed and the others injured
Crawford was sentenced to
53 years.

he had won
the victim
over since
he gave her
his phone
number
under the
nickname,
"Cakes."
Where
they are
JERARD
from, they
BRABOY
. also don't
understand that filming a
crime is a sure 'Yay to get
·.caught
The victim pointed out the
apartment and the vehicle, and
when police arrived, two Black
males were seen carrying a
mattress and bedding out of
the apartment. ·
·
"Cakes" was obviously
about to cover his tracks and
get rid of the evidence containing DNA, but forgot about the
visual proof.
Braboy has previously been
convicted of attempted murder, unlawful use of a weapon,
aggravated battery with a
firearm, aggravated assault,
fraud, obstruction, impersonation to deceive law enforcemerit officers and several drug .
offe'nses.
He is expec:~ed in court on.
February3.
·

Wesley Chapel.
Mr. Otis Raitdall, Tampa. ·
Nicole
.Robinson,
'Ms.
Tampa.
Mr. William Judge, Tampa.
Mr. Earl R. Hobbs, Tampa.

GUDES 'FUNERAl HOME
mRm-DERR
&ANDERSON
FUNERAl HOME
Mr. George Minor, Tampa.-

'RAY WilliAMS
FUNERAl HOME
Mrs. Mary E. Bryant,
Tampa.
Mrs.
Louise
·Flowers,
Tampa.
Mrs. Josephine McBride,

Rosa Jones, Tampa.

WILSON
FUNE.... HOME
Ms.
Lucille
Edmund,
Riverview, FL.
Ms. Eloise McCoy, Tampa~ '
Mr. Charles L Guilford, :
Tampa.
·
Ms. Aurelia Johnson,
Tampa.
Ms. Wendy.Walker, Tampa.
· Ms. Hilda Rios, Tampa.
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OHicer Shoots Driver
After TraHic Stop

ALEX PEREZ

At 1:30 p. m. Monday,
Tampa Police report that a
vehicle was traveling south
on 15th Street With a m~rked
police cruiser traveling
directly behind.
Police spokesperson,
Laura McElroy, said the
officer saw the vehicle cutting off other vehicles in
traffic, and attempted a traffic stop at Bougainvillea and
·15th Street.
McElroy said the vehicle
traveled another block
before it pulled over. The
officer ran the driver's name
through their system to
check for warrants.

The officer said he discovered the driver had a warrant for driving with a suspended license.
"The officer called for backup, and he and a second officer approached the driver's
side to make an arrest,
ordering the driver out of the
vehicle."
"Initially, the driver acted
like he was complying, then
suddenly attacked one of the
officers. A violent struggle
began and the driver managed to get his hand on one
of the officer's weapons. He
was yanking at it in an
attempt to pull it from its
holster when the officer
yelled, 'gun, gun, gun! ' The
second officer warned the
man to stop or he'd shoot,
and at that point, the suspect
was shot."
McElroy said the driver
was shot once and transported to St. Joseph's Hospital.
He is reported to be in critical condition.
The driver was identified
as 26-year-old Alex Perez.

Shooting Suspect Charged
With Manslaughter

PRILYS CUELLO-VALDEZ

Hillsborough County
Sheriffs deputies report .that
on January 29th at 3:38
a.m., they received a 9-1-1
call that a mari ha:d b'e en
shot ·at the Waterford
Apartments on West Waters ·
Avenue.
..
When deputies arrived,
they found Frank TaveraS,
32, lying in the parking lot
suffering from gunshot
wounds. EMS transported
him to a local hospital where
he later died.
Accor~ing to detectives,
Taveras and Prilys
Cuello-Valdez first met

earlier that evening in a
restaurant parking lot where
a large group of people had
gathered. It is at that location detectives believe the
feud between the two men
started. During the first confrontation, shots were fired
from someone in the crowd,
but no one was injured and
the crowd dispersed before
deputies arrived.
At 3:38 a.m., both men
met. again, this time in the
parking lot of the Waterford
Apartments when a second
·altercation occurred. At
some point, detectives said
Cuello-Valdez
shot
Taveras twice. The firearm
thought to be used in the
offense was recovered by
deputies.
Cuello-Valdez was transported to jail with his bond
set at $15,000 on a charge of
manslaughter with a
firearm.
An immigration hold was
also placed on CuelloValdez and authorities said
he is a native of Santo
Domingo.

UNCLE SANDY
...\Vhen you really trust 8, 10, 14, 18 someone that
doesnit mean 22, 25 29, 30 that trust is always 33, 35,
39, 40 returned in kind 44, 48, 51, 5~

Gunman Who
Shot Man In
Eve sought
Tampa Police are investigating the shooting of a man
at a gas station Thursd ay
night on West Waters
Avenue.
According to the report, an
unknown Black male tried to
gain entry into Percy
Johnson's vehicle as he was
leaving th e Marathon Gas
Station.
Police said Johnson, 18,
was able to lock his doors and
began backing out of the
parking space away from the
suspect. At that time, the suspect reportedly fired at least
one round into the vehicle,
striking Johnson in the right
eye. The bullet also grazed a
passenger in his vehicle,
Keila Bigio, 21.
Johnson and Bigio were
transported to a local hospital and it is reported their
injuries donit appear to be
life threatening. The shooting
suspec·t fled the scene on
foot.
The description of the
shooting suspect is he was
wearing black shoes with
white trim, blue jeans, and a
black hoody style sweatshirt
with a large white design on
the back.

Mother Charged
With Murdering
Children Who
Were ·Moulhv'
As with most
military families, Colonel
Parker
Schenecker
is serving his
country in
Qatar while his
JULIE
wife, Julie, was SCHENECKER
at ho·me caring for their two
teenage children, Calyx, 16;
and Beau, 13.
According to detectives,
Calyx and Beau were found
shot to death Friday morning
in their New Tampa Home.
Their mother was arrested
and charged with their
deaths.
According to reports, Julie
Schenecker, so, told investigators she shot the children
because they talked back to
her.
Detectives said they found a
note
where
Julie
Schenecker described how
she planned to kill the children and herself.
Schenecker was arrested
and charged with two counts
of first-degree murder.
Calyx was a sophomore at
King High School and her
brother, Beau, was in the 8th
grade at Liberty Middle
School. ·
After
her
arrest ,
Sche necker was hospitalized to treat a pre-existing·
· medical condition. On
Monday, she made a court
appearance and was denied
bail.
Investigators report that
Schenecker will be undergoing more doctbt examinations
in the future.-

Suspects wanted For
Armed Robberv,
Anempted Murder
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This photo shows the suspect vehicle.

POLK COUNTY - Polk
County Sheriffis robbery
detectives are seeking the
public's help in identifying
two men responsible for an
armed robbery and shooting
at the Prima Store on County
Line Road in Mulberry.
At 7:53 p. m. Saturday, two
masked and armed suspects
ran into the Prima Store and
pointed guns at all of the
employees, ordering them to
get on the ground. As one
suspect tried to zip tie one of
the clerks' hands behind his
back, deputies said the second suspect shot one of the
clerks, who was laying face
down on the ground, several
times. Both suspects fled in a
silver Chevrolet Malibu.

The clerk who was shot
was hospitalized where he
was treated for a gunshot
wound to the shoulder and
wrist. He was released from
the hospital after being
treated.
The suspects are ,described
as being of unkO:own race "0
wearing a gray hoodie style
sweatshirt and a black mask, rc;;
and the second wearing a ::::1:
black hoodie style sweatshirt m
and a "Scream" Halloween ~
mask.
<
Anyone with jnformation m
about this incident is urged ~
~
to contact De~ective c:
m
Consuelo Bias at (863) C/)
298-6200 or 1-8oo:. 226- c
034.
~
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·1467 Tampa Park Plaza -·
@ Nebraska Ave. & scoa St..
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Nuccio Jaguars Super Bowl Teams
All of the teams under the Nuccio Jaguars made it to the Super Bowl. All of the teams are Division Champs. (Photos by Sylvester Harris)

Willie Queen is Head Coach for the Varsity Division. His assistants are Otis House,
Eric Staffold, Curly Duncan, Stacy Moore, Melvin Eagle and Roger Shipp.
Members of the team are: Jonathan Albino, Diemontae Allen, Lorenzo Ashley, III,
Taquan Banks, Derek Callaway, Dennico Crewe-White, Zachariah Doster, Kenneth
Gunn, Judon Hayes, Dakari Highsmith, Oscar Howard, Derrick Ingram, Maurice Jackson, Jerod Jenkins, Demarcus Johnson, Farron Rainford, Frederick Russ, Keyshawn
Sanders, Quinton Singletary, Dieondre Torres and Curtis Woodard.

Coaches for the Midgets Division are: Charles Alphonso and Chris Coge. Team
members: Brandon Brooks, Leevonte Callaway, Jacorey Chatman, Patrick Cooper,
De'Shard Darns, Malik Davis, Brandon Dawson, Brendan Everett, Treymon Fullwood ,
Eric Gravely, James Graves, Travell Harris, Deandre Ivery, Andre Johnson, Jr., Charles
Jones, Reginald Jones, Marchalo Judge, Shomari King, Johnny Lampkin, Darien
Mitchell, Charles Moore, Jaisen Randolph, Jacquez Reese-Bolden, Douglas Rogers,
Javon Scott, Jr. , Julius Smith, Michael Smith and Gl).rrettWindham.
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The Pee Wee Division is coached by Charles Simons (Head), Ferman Howard, Torrence Lee, Robert Miller, and Herman James (Charlie Boy). Members of the team are:
Darrien Andrews, Trevaughn Banks, Jeremy Bryant, Nahjeer Bryant, David Carswell,
w Camron Cooley, Lewis Davis, Jr., Treavion Feazell, Camron Forman, Jonathan Grubb,
~ Payton Hellenbrand, Dwayne House, Ja'Monte Howard, Asontay Hunt, Larry Jackson,
t- Jayron James, Charles Jones, Kourtland Mitchell, Franklin Murphy, Kai Pennington,
Ji,mmie Pettis, Vakarvery Scott, Hasan Sharrieff, Charles Simmons, Mikel Simmons,
Slaughter, III, Jaxon Smith, Javan Valentin, Jaylen Whitaker, Deshon Williams
w .Jeffrey
and Michael Williams, III.
·
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The Super Midgets are Super Bowl Champs, Division Champs. Turkey Bowl Champs
and East Coast Champs. They ended the season 16-o. Coaches for the team are Gerald
Scott (head), Ricardo Watson, Keith Jones, Anthony Harris, Harold Scott, and Tl\iah
Welch. Members ofthe team are: Marcus Anderson, Brandon Brooks, Keshaun Cato,
Xavier Childs, Nicholas Cowen, Terrence Doston, Jacquez Douglas, Herman Howard,
Jr., Jalen Huggins, Jamal Jackson, Shannon King, Ronde Mack, Jahaad Malphus,
Michael McKinnie, Bobby Myles, Charlie Parnell, Landon Prentice, Alan Riggins,
Cedric Roberts, Ger'rokeo Scott, Isaiah Sharp, Ti'Marcus Simpson, Dontavius Smith,
Brian Snead, Tyrese Spain, Kendrick Torain, Ricardo Watson, Tareeq,Welch, Allah
Whitaker,..Roal Whitaker and Joseph Woods, Jr.
·
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To Be Printed·
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Deadline:

WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 2nd

.M. •
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IN THE CIRCUITCOURT OFTHE 11th
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
MIAMI~DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

FAMILY DIVISION

Case No.: 2010-DR-17680

Case No.: 10-35301 FC 18

DIVISION C

Florida Bar No. 30686

MARCIA L. BOONE,
Petitioner
and
DAVID L. BOONE,
Respondent

IN RE: THE MARRIAGE OF
. SILVIA I. BUCKLEY
Petitioner
and
GERALD THOMAS BUCKLEY
Respondent
NOTICE OF ACTION FOR DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an action- has been filed against
you and that you are required to serve a copy of your written
defenses, if any, to it on Petitioner's attorney, Emilo C. Pastor,
Esquire, whose address · is 2655 Le Jeune Road. Suite 700.
Coral Gables. FL 33134, on or before February 24.2011, and
file the original with the clerk of this Court at 3100 Ponce de
Leon, Coral Gables, FL 33134 before service on Petitioner or
immediately thereafter.
If you fail to do so, a Default may be entered against you
for the relief demanded in the Petition.
Copies of all court docu_ments in this case, including
orders, are available at the Clerk of the Circuit Court's office.
You may review these documents upon request.
You must keep the .Clerk of the Circuit Court's office
notified of ·your current address, (You may file Notice ·of
Current Address, at Florida Supreme Court Approved Family
Law Form 12.915). Future papers In this lawsuit will be
mailed to the address on record with the clerk.
WARNING: Rule 12.28S, Florida Family Law Rules of
Procedure, requires certain automatic disclosure of
documents ~nd information. Failure to comply can result In
sanctions, including dismissal or striking of pleadings.

bids for the following:
RFQ # 2566-11
Universal Paper Product
Dispensers
Due Date: February 23,
2011 before 1:00 p.m.
For more information,
please visi.t our website at:
http://www.hccfl.edu/dao/admin-and-

NOTICE OF ACTION FOR DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

finance/departments/purchasing.aspx

and click on "Competitive
Solicitations" and
then
"Current Opportunities."

TO: DAVID L. BOONE
12319 Witherldge Drive
Tampa, Florida 33624
YOU ARE NOTIFIED that an action has been filed against you
and that you are required to serve a copy of your written
-defenses, if any, to it on Jonathan W. Newlon, Esq., whose
address is 38008 Live Oak Avenue. Suite 2. Dade City. FL
~ on •Or before Monday. March 7. 2011, and file the
original with the clerk of this Court at Hillsborough County
Courthouse, 800 Twiggs Street, Tampa, Florida 33602, before
service on Petitioner or immediately thereafter.
If you fail to do so, a Default may be entered against you
for the relief demanded in the Petition.
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c:
Avon Representatives
Needed All Areas!
. Call 813-832-4282
Or E-mail
AVONLADYGEORGIA@YAHOO.COM

Copies of all court documents in this case, including
orders, are available ~t the Office of the Leon County Clerk .
of Court. You may review these documents upon _
request.

Do You Have A (PMA)
Positive Mental Attitude?

You must keep the Office of the Leon County Clerk of
Court.notified of your current address. (You may file Notice
of Current Address, Florida Supreme Court Approved Family
Law Form 12.915). Future papers in this lawsuit will be
mailed to the address on record with the clerk' office.

Are You Ambitious?

· WARNING: Rule 12.285, Florida Family Law Rules of
Procedure, requires C!!rtain automatic disclosure of
documents and information. Failure to comply can result in
sanctions, including dismissal or striking of pleadings.

Looking For

Yes?
Call The Tag Lady
(813) 417-6654
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Experienced Lawn
Care Worker Must Pass
Background Check

Dated: January 28, 2011

No Misdemeanor Drug
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THI; CIRCUIT COURT

Chargers Arid At;>solutely
No Felony Charges
(813) 270~887 .:

Dated; January 11, 2011

By: CYNTHIA MENENDEZ
DEPUTY CLERK
HARVEY RUVIN
CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
By: LAURA CAMPOS
DEPUTY CLERK

~

FOR BID
Hillsborough Community
College is accepting

r-

TO: GERALD THOMAS BUCKLEY
Last Known Address:
9674 Magnolia B~ossom Drive
Tampa, Florida 33626
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Are You
Highly Motivated?
To Spend 1o Hours
·A week And

-

Earn $1 ,500.00 .
Plus A Month?
VIsit:
www.nancywellness.com
(321) 695-969;3
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"Housing Choice Voucher Project-Based
Voucher Program
for
HUD-Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing"

~
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The Housing Authority of the City of Tampa (THA} is seeking
rental property owners and/or developers who are interested in
attaching federal rental assistance to eligible housing through a
set-aside of HUD VASH Vouchers that were part of the Omnibus
Appropriations Act, 2010 . . The Project Based Program (PBV} as
established by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD}. It is the intention of THA to solicit
proposals from such owners (Offerors), establish a competitive ,
range, evaluate the qualifications, conduct site visits and
interviews, verity the information presented, and enter into a
HAP Contract with the successful (Offerors) only if the
application th!lt is due to be submitted February 28, 2011 is
selected, approved, and granted by the Department of Housing
.and Urban Development. The notification of funding date is
not known.

3 Bedroom/1 Bath House

3418 N. 49th Street
Section 8 Only

$850.00

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Recently Renovated

CHA, WDH, Fenced Yard

Fenced Yard

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
$650.00

Available Now!

Available 2/1/11

34th Street And MLK

Call (813) 992-5266

3403 North 48th Street
4 Bedrooms/2 Bath
With Office

Section 8 Accepted

Call (813) 770-2003
Or (813) 735-5295

Call (813) 713-4055
(813) 770-2003

Section 8 Accepted
USF Area

Ballast Point Area

Town home

$875.00/Monthly

2 Bedrooms/2% Bath

Washer/Dryer Included

$825.00/Monthly

5 Bedroom/3 Bath
$1 ,525.00/Monthly

$1 ,150:00/Monthly

Call (813) 505-5400

Section 8 Welcome

Includes All Appliances
(813) 417-3455

Spacious 3 Bedroom
3 Bedroom/1 Bath

2 Full Baths
All Appliances Included
Fully Remodeled
Huge Yard

Call (813) 479-7874
Anticipated Schedule of Events

~
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Dates:

Pre-Proposal Conference (THA Board Room) February 4, 2011 @ 10:00 am
Proposal Submission Deadline

February 21 , 2011 by 4:00 pm

Application packets for this Request for Proposal (RFP} may be
obtained via:
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Condo - Pond View
Near Busch

I ·HOMES FOR SALE I I RENT TO OWN I

m

Why Rent?
When You Can Own
Your Own Home

Q.

z
i=
w

3 Bedroom/2 Bathroom

, Owner Financing

Built 2006

Bad Credit - No Problem

$1 ,000.00/Monthly

::;)

w

z
z

Ask Dave How

i=

(813) 440-6440

w
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Rent 2 Own

4215 East Curtis Street

...J
...J

· C§

Must See!!!

Call (813) 960-8490

::;)

...J

Gated Community, Pool

Download packet from http://www.thafl.com/depts/purchasing/
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m

Near Chamberlain HS

Section 8 OK

::;)

,

Condo
Screened Patio

1-
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3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Yisit GetFiap.com
Property ID: 115
Call 813-200-8332

Move In Special (ASK) ·
Grant Park
Very Large

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Concrete Block

WDH , Large Back Yard

CHA, WDH

$875.00/Monthly

$950.00/Monthly

$400.00/Deposit

$500.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 267-4488
Clair Mel

Call (8130 238-5099
Or (8130) 526-0699

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Grant Park Area .

$650.00/Monthly

CHA, WDH

3/2 House

Gated Community

Quiet Neighborhood

. Large Patio, CH/A

Swimming Pool, Laundry

$780.00/Monthly

Appliances, Storage Shed

Water And Sewer Included

Plus Deposit

Large Fenced Yard

Section 8 Welcome

Small Pets Only

(813) 390-4169

Section 8 OK
(813) 210-4339

USF Area Townhouse
Section 8 Accepted
2 Bedroom/2Y2 Bath

Section 8 Only
Progress Village
Available Now

Dishwasher, Disposal

1205.Fox Bloom

$850.00/Monthly

4 Bedroom/1 Bath

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Gann & Gann Rentals
Call For Rent
(813) 229-8696 Or
(813) 373~2515

Plus Deposit

$925.00/Monthly

(813) 417-3455

CHA, Tile Throughout

2129 Main Street
Store Front

'II HOMES FOR RENT I

806 Floribraska Avenue
Room For Rent

1-5 Bedroom Homes

Car Garage

1219 East Cayuga
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Single Car Garage
Up to $60,00Q.OO
Available In
Down Payment Assistance
(813) 248-3977

And Water .

Call 813-221-4457

2 Bedroom/1 Y2 Bath
Townhouse
Washer/Dryer Hook-up

321 0 East Ida

1a~u
.. n~.:~
f~ ~IUlla1.JI.liJ:Ui l

$850.00/Monthly

3 Bedroom/1 B.ath House
WDH , Fenced Yard
No Smoking
No Pets

(813) 248-1921

Call (813) 451-9201

Call (813) 453-4968

Fenced, Patio

\
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Section 8 Ready

Background Check
· Call 813-325-2147
2, 3, And 4 Bedroom
Homes

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
$890.00/Monthly '

Depo$it Negotiable

For Rent Now
South Tampa

'

Fenced Yard

East Tampa Business
And Civic Association

Doubl~

0

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Includes: Washer, Dryer

...J
LL

Sulphur Springs

(813) 390-7715

Nortll Tampa And
Town-N-C~u!ltrv

New Paint
Ceramic Tile, Carpet
WDH, Fen<;:ed '
Alarm, CHA, .No' Pets
Section 8 Ok
813-949-3482

GET
NOTICED
...
Place Your ·Ad In The .
Business Directory

·Contact laVora @
F~ To: (813)
.8··
or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com
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Very Spacious

<
......

Grant Park

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

~

N

1/1 - Quiet, A/C

Apartment

0
......
......

Large Fenced Yard

$550.00/Monthly

No Pets

$500.00/Deposit

Background Check

WDH, A/C

$550.00/Monthly

New Tile/Carpet

$300.00/Deposit

Discount On Cable

Available 211/11
Call {813) 298-2499
Call Jackie
{813) 704-3555

North Tampa And
Temple Terrace Area
Angie's Apartments

Starting @ $750.00 & Up

Plant City
Morgan Woods
Apartments
401 Morgan Street

2 - 3 Bedroom
Apartments
WDH - 0 Deposit

2/1

No Application Fee

From $395 & Up

Section 8 Welcome

WDH, Very Nice

813-915-9787

On Site Management
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Chris Cooper Manager
{813) 478-2366

$299.00 Moves You In
An Old Place
With A New Face
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I DUPLEXES I

1 And 2 Bedroom
Apartments
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$450.00 - $550.00 Monthly
Cinnamon Cove
Apartments
12401 N. 15th Street
Call {813) 971-5254
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Beautiful
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3 Bedroom1 Y2 Batti
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Duplex
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Move In Ready
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CHA, WDH, Carpet
Fenced Yard

Looking For An Apartment
To Call Home? ·

~

Section 8-Welcome

-4
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Whispering Hills
Apartments
612 Bass Court
Dunedin, Florida

m

Call (813) 495-5865 _
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Section 8 Only
0_
D eposit -

Taking Applications For:

0
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$300.00 Move-In

1 Bedroom
$451.00-$485.00

~
-c

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

2 Bedrooms
$476.00 - $513.00

Duplexes
Accepting 2, Anc;l

3 Bedrooms
$513.00- $574.00

3 _Bedroom Vouchers

Call {727) 133-2169
For Income Guidelines

Large Backyard

CHA, WDH
Nice Area

til:

Call

{In 3) 789-3879
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II DUPLEXES II II
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3 Bedroom/1 Bathroom

~i

Duplex

(f)

CHA , Ceramic Tile Floors

:::::1
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Laundry Room

0
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ROOMS FOR RENT
Available Room For Rent
In Ybor Heights At:

Furnished Room
For Rent

1000 East 26th Avenue

$100.00 Per Week
No Deposit
Cable, A/C, TV

Utilities Included

No OverNighters

On Bus Line

Call (813) 481-2677

No Deposit
Efficiency Available Also

Ybor - Room For Rent

(813) 505-5400

Please Call
(813) 494-3343

County Section 8 OK
$800.00/Monthly
$700.00/Deposit
Call (813) 877-3406

Ideal For
Fixed Income Person

1 0009 #A N. 14TH Street
(Off Linebaugh)

A/C
$125.00/Weekly

A/C, Microwave

2 Bedroom Duplex

Utilities Included

Cable, Laundry

WDH , CHA, Tile

$1 00.00/Deposit

Relaxed Atmosphere

$7oo.oo/Monthly

Call (813) 495-9757

Paid Water & Sanitation

Furnished
Rooms For Rent

Section 8 Yes
(813) 986-3205
(813) 310-8598
Move In Ready

0

Great Location

Single Person

0

LL.
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Large 1 Bedroom Duplex

~
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And More
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Quite Neighborhood
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$425.00/Monthly

w

. No Deposit

Furn.ished
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ROOMMATE

II

$100.00 And Up Weekly

All Utilities And Cable

ASAP (813) 484-6757

Lie #CAC1815130

II
APPLIANCE
REPAIRS

A/C & Appliance Repair

Kitchen Access

Furnished Rooms
For Rent

Call (813) 900-4895

Some Available With

Ybor City Area

-

Central Heat & Air
Master Beoroom
Private Refrigerator

~

No Deposit

u..

$55;00 Flat Rate Ca$h

Call (813) 238-7884

Tampa Heights
Downtown Area

$125.00 Per Week

Roommate

Phone, Cable, Internet

..J

Affordable Carpet
Cleaning

Financing Available

Call (813) 545-8074

Rooms For Rent

(813) 317-9872

(f)

a:
0

Includes All Utilities

$75.00/0eposit

:::::1
..J

Call The Tag Lady
(813) 417-6654

Ice Makers
Refrigeration, Stoves
Washers And Dryers
All Work Guaranteed

CELL PHONE

No Felonies

And Cable

Fully Furnished Room

Strictly No Drug Activity

For Rent

Allowed

With Refrigerator

Call (813) 965-5931

3 Weeks Free
Available
(81.3) 495-9792

Call Prince
(813) 695-4343
Fast Fr.iendly Service

Paying Cash
We Buy New, Used
And Unwanted Cell Phones
Bring It To Us
. Ship It To Us
We Will Come To You
(813) 440-6440

II ·CLEANING SERVICE II
Veiga Cleaning Services

II BEDS FOR SALE II

4202 Richmere Street

Beds

Reasonable Rates

Tampa, Fl 33617

For Residential And

$85.00 Per Week

Twin

$60.00

+ $85.00 Deposit

Full

$65.00
$75.00

Freshly Painted Room
$125.00/Weely .

Sulphur Springs Area
Room For Rent

Call Bobby@

Queen

(813) 545-9307

King

Very Clean

Large $125.00/Weekly

Close To Transportation

$0/Deposit

Bunk Beds

-

$ 110.00 & Up
$150.00

Call (813) 310-0991

Commercial Properties
Phone (813) 401-1213
Gloria Gass
Director of Op~rations
And Owner
Gloriagss@ gmail.com

$450.00/Monthly
Plus Security

Small Room

II ROOMS FOR RENT II

Includes Utilities/Cable

$115.00/Weekly

Available Immediately ·

$115.00/Deposit

Grant Park

Call (813) 842-7902

Older adults Preferred

Room For Rent
·Fenced Yard
Tile Floors

Must Be Employed
Or Receiving Benefits

Room For Rent - Ybor

~o Dr.ugs Or Kids Allowed

813-431-1310

Credit, Background

· A/C, Microwave
Cable And Laundry
Relaxed Atmosphere ·
Clean ·

And Employment

Block For Major Bus Line ·

w

$140.00/Weekly

$400.00/Monthly

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

~

Call (813) 704-3555

Call (813) 384-1702

Quiet Neighborhood
On Bus Line ·

0
N

II

Included

m

:::::1
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Yes?

Sales & Service

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

:J

A/C, Washer, Cable

$75.00 - $1 00.00/Weekly

Room For Rent

Queen Beds

Are You Ambitious?

New & Used

Cable & Personal Fridge

Drive By
2914 22nd Avenue
Apt#A
Lou .(813) 244-5600

$120.00/Weekly

Tarpley's A/C LLC

West Tampa

Near Armenia

A/C, Cable, Phone

Positive Mental Attitude?

Deep Scrub

$100.00 PerWeek

Ybor Area

$4 75.00/Monthly

II AIR CONDITIONING II

Call (813) 384-1702

South Of 1-275

All Appliances A/C

0

Do You Have A (PMA)

Block For Major Bus Line

Free Cable, A/C And Heat

Call (813) 562-3848

Furnished Rooms

I CARPET CLEANING II

$400.00/Monthly

$350.00/Security

~
a:

II II BUSINESS OPS. II

(!)

BLICATION DEADLINES

Edition -Thursday @12:00·P.M.
Friday Edition -Monday @12:00 P.M.

.CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE

$8.00 • 1-20 Words And ~ For Each
·Additional Word Over 20
This Price·Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad:
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m
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II DENTAL INSURANCE II

1.,;;;;;;;;;11

$5.00 Co-Pay
Dental Insurance

Cars And Trucks

Or Anything Else

sheprince24@ gmail.com

Junk Cars

Cancer, Disability, Annuity

We Buy Junk Cars

Don't Wait!
Call813-421-1146

Fast And Reasonable
(813) 285-4674

Trucks And Vans

LOT FOR SALE

II

CASH
For Junk Cars

Legal Or Personal
Testing Available

Call Lorenzo
(813) 843-8857

Free Taste Party

No Collection

Every Wednesday

Fees In Tampa

7:00p.m.@

NO BLOOD!

Beef O'Brady's

I Buy Junk Cars
Up To $500.00 & Up

Payment Options Available
http://dnatestingsolutions.com

North Himes Avenue

Free Pick Up Of Old

Visit www.tni.com/fit
Code: 3120055
Call (813) 347-1363

Appliances And Metal

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000
DNA Testing

II

Paternity Test

INSURANCE

Drastically Reduced
209 East Oak Avenue
Not Far From Future

Running Or Not

Results In Just 3 DAYS

Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testing ·

~II=P=L=UM;; ; ; i; ;B; ; ; ; ;IN; ; ; ; ;iG;i·; ; ; ; ~II ~

·METAL

II

m

Free Pick Up Of Metal ·

:::!

Kitchen Sink

z

And Cabinets
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General Plumbing

Call (813) 574-9052
Just Ask

Phone (813) 872-0927
Or (813) 404-9778

For FREE!

Monday - Saturday

Low Monthly Payments

7 Days A Week

r
r

Installation Of:

Appliances, BBQ Grills, Etc.

Low As $117.00 Down

c:

Gil Robinson Plumbing

II

Running Or Not

24-Hour Service

(813) 695-2438
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Cheap SR22/FR44
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Homeowners And

Please Call
(813) 988-2857

~

We Specialize In

Junk Metal/Appliances

Commercial Insurance

::c
~

Your Old Or Unwanted

Low Down Payment

-

(813) 415-2114

r

We Pick Up Any

Great Rates For

Homes Or Office
Owner Will Finance

.,

5

Vans And Motorcycles

Payment Plans

DLM-DNA
Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservices91 @yahoo.com
. Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

Mobile
Same Day Service

......

m

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1 ,500.00

Need A Break On
Insurance?

68 x 123.5
Zoned For Multi-Family

(813) 932-5006

For Junk Cars, Trucks

We Come To You!

Modification To Stop
Probation
Seals(Expunges
Felonies And
Misdemeanors
Motion To Re-Instate
Drivers License For NonPayment Of Child Support
Adoptions
Special Rate On Divorces
$175.00
Court Fees Could Possibly
Be Waived
Available 24 Hours
Saturday Appointments

EasyTerms

Call Eric
(813) 764-3968

II

II

Tampa Heights

And Trucks

Get Healthy - Get Fit
Starts With
Bio-Noni (*) Experience

0

......

Call (813) 784-8339

DNA Paternity Testing

......

1\)

Meet Your Family's Needs?
Life, Health, Critical Illness ·

No Job Too Big Or Small

Shelia Prince
Cell (813) 695-4333
Office (813) 421-1126
Fax (800) 875-9479

~
~
~

Non-Attorney
Special Rates
During Tax Season

Will Your Insurance

CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501

Construction, Garbage

II

m
::c

Insurance Protection

Furniture, Tree Debris
Email

PARALEGAL

We Buy Junk

All Junk Removal

www. nafmd. com/sprince

II

II

LAWN SERVICE

If You Are At Least .
62 Years Of Age

II

~-

)>

·z

Receive 500.00·CASH

.,c

And You Are .Struggling
Mortgage Payment
MAC DADDY
Call Us Today
(813) 440-6440

Lawn Service And
Complete Clean-Up
And Furniture

MOVERS

II

All Areas

II LEASE PROPERTY II
7901 N. Nebraska Avenue
Suite 200A ·
Beauty Salon Location
Lobby, Wash, Cut
And Dry Rooms
Bathroom, Kitchen
$645.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
Utilities Not Included

c
~

Please Call
(813) 440-6440

We Haul: Debris, Limbs
Phone (813) 245-9761

:!!

· If You Know Someone ·
Who Is Lc;>osing Their
Home To Foreclosure
And Solicit Our Service

To Make Your

"We Do Best For Less"

II
II

REPAIRS

II

Need To Move Or Move
Something In A Hurry?
Call (813) 995-1753 Or
(727) 709-2789 - 24(7

Woodard Brothers
Residential ·Remodeling
Carpentry, Room Additions
Roofing, Drywall
Plumbing Ceramic Tile

I Dill
CONTACT LAVORA

@

{813) 248-1921

FOR .DETAILS ON PLACING
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

Sidewalks, Patios &
Hauling
Call Ell
.....
(813) 325-4643
Lie #022650
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SELL YOUR
CELL PHONE

II

SPIRITUALIST

<(

WE BUY
HOUSES

II II

II
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Micros Short Hair

~

Micros Long Hair

c
(J)

Kinky Twists

$65
$85
$65

::::)

Box Plaits

$40

Weaves

$45

ct

w

....

$$Paying Cash$$$

Prophetess Annie Mae

We Buy New, Used

To Remove, Put Back And

And Unwanted

Etc., Spiritual Counseling

Cell Phones
Bring It To Us

God Is The Key Answer

Call For Appointment

Ship It To Us

(813) 567-1429

We Will Come To You

To All Things
Call (813) 785-1996
Prayer Also

(813) 440-6440

Spiritualist Ava
Healer Advisor

If You Need To Sell Your
Home And Time Is Of
The Essence

True Woman Of God
Can Help You

Call Us For

On Love, Marriage,

The Best Offer

Business

(813) 325-2813

Call Now
CASH

For Your Blessing

Braids By Serina
813-863-2868

(813) 379-1151

For Houses
Any Area, Any Reason

Two Strand Twists $115.00

II

Micros $95.00
Pixies $85.00

SELL YOUR
HOME

Sister Grace

II

Palm, Card Reader

Bobs $60.00

Spiritual Cleansing

Sew-In $50.00

~
c

If You Need To Sell Your
Home And Time Is Of

Licensed Professional

The Essence

Restores Lost Nature

Call Us For

Advise On Love/Marriage

The Best Offer
(813) 325-2813

Health And Business

Relaxer/Wrap

$45.00

c

Wash-N-Set

$25.00

<(

Full Head Sew-In

$75.00

LL
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Removes Bad Luck

Invisible Part $25.00

a:

$130.00

Micros
Kinky Twist

$85.00

Senegalese Twist

Evil

Quick Weave

$40.00

Invisible Part

$40.00

Rishonda (352) 277-2184

Offers Within 24 - Hours

Gloria Ned Coming To Tampa

Feb., 3 & 4, 2011

Call Buzz

The Louisiana llrll.nh'~''"'~~;:

(813) 410-3476

II

TELEPHONE

Special Readings $5.00
FREE 30 DAYS

Phone (813) 506~9239

Home Phone

Cash In 3 Days

$100.00
$30.00

Any Price Range

Spell~

For Your House

Dred Re-Twist

Any Condition

1907 East Fletcher

Visit
www.1888443days.com
Call Today!!!
1-888-443-DAYS
1-888-443-3297

1iSeAitbleiBulletin ~~

.,~ ......-~~~l':\<'Aolt--l.loa \

MISSIONARY GLORIA NED

Get Collect Calls

What Is Your Probleml
Call Prayer Line

On Your Cell Phone

1-225-774-7607

$2.25 Per Call

or Write
P.O. Box 29, Baker, LA, 70714

813-546-2692

Frc:>m County Jail

813-222-0195
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
COLLEGE

RESTAURANT
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Check Us Out
On
Facebook
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East Bloomli>gdale Avenue
BI'1Uidon, A. 33511
www.aouthamtech.edu

654-8800

&
Follow Us
On Twitter At
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WHIDDEN LAW. P. L.

Lopardo Law -

ATTORNEYS AT LA\V

Clirninal nefense &
•
ersonaJ )'UJUry

~·b

272 2200

0
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Group LLC.

~~1 (\' IN(, TH\1'·\, FlORID'\

Bond Motions ·
Probation Violations
Drug Offenses
p
Fraud/Theft
Homlcide/VIolentCrime
(813)
Sex Offenses .
DUlfBUl

.....
1\)

Auto Accidents
Motorcycle Accidents
.
.
, BoattngAcc1dents
\1\irongfulDeathCiaims

FELONY • TRAFFIC

-,

DUI • MISDEMEA.NOR
BOND/ROR $249
VOP $249-$949

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Free Information Concerning Quolitio~tions & ExperienceAv:rilable Upon Rcq\J..t. The Hiring Of
An Attorney ls .'\11 Important Dccisic.t T lw Should Not Be Ba.sod &llcly Upon Advertisements. Bcfe<c You
Decide, Ask Us To Send You Ftee Wrillettlnformation.

EXCLUDES COSTS
(TRANSCRIPTS,
SUBPOENAS, ETC.)

FREE INITIAL
CONSULTATION

Arrested and Concerned

About Your Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

(813) 418-5253

(813) 350-7923

Payment Plans Available
\\11th NO CREDIT CHECK

-n
PAYMENT PLANS/VISA/MAsTERCARD
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Criminal Records and Appcal~

Tampa, FL 33607
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MORTGAGE

BAIL BONDS
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AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:

Hillsborough County

CALL RICKY

Polk CountY

Available 24

892-8193 1

."THE BROKER THAT WORKS FOR YOU"

RICKY E.

WILLIAMS

jJ

-f

Licensed
Mortgage
· Broker

TIMES PHARMACY

2210 East Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, FL 33610
[Hillsborough & 22nd By AMSCOT)
·

1499 Tampa Park Plaza
Tampa, Florida 33605

(813) 237-6900
Your Neighborhood Pharm~cy
We Offer Free Home Delivery
Free Gift Card With Prescription Transfers

Phone: (813) 223-6151
Fax·: (813) 221-8229
yolandaintpa@aol.com

If You Have No Insurance* tall Us For.Assistance

PHARMACY
:a:w tit£ xu &&JLLJ&&as &&2!21 a L _a
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RENT ACAR •
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PHARMACY
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328 Dorsett Avenue
(
678-0772
Lake
FL 33853

I

• FREE Consultation

m

!:

(813) 391-2493

Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?
(81 3)

m
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"CALL RIC
"ASK RICKY''

Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
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RENT A CAR
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Hundreds Prepare To Cash In Their Gold and Silver Todav
At The Holidav Inn Express Here In Weslev Chapel!
By DAVID MORGAN
STAFF WRITER

Corporate
Spokesperson
for Ohio Valley Gold and
Silver Refinery said, .. We're
ready to spend the money.'' It
has become a frenzy for the
Ohio Valley Gold and Silver
refinery who opened up for
business
Monday.
Jason
Horner, one of the show
managers, said that based
on previous show history, he
expects to see a lot of broken
and unwanted jewelry as that
is what has been uncovered at
similar events. Horner said,
"Dozens of people
every_
day cash in on old jewelry
and walk out of their events
with hundreds of dollars per
transaction ... ·
Tish
McCutcheon,
a
customer
from
Lancaster,
Ohio who we spoke to on
the phone, attended a recent
event and walked away with
$412.87 from. a little jewelry
dish
with
unwanted
and
broken jewelry. "I think this
is great. I have had the stuff
in my dresser Cor years and
knew not to throw it away,
but never knew what to do
with it. I think there were two
rings, a class ring, a broken
herringbone bracelet, and two
necklaces that grandma had.
I would have thought maybe
50.00 bucks would be great
but $412.87 is a whole lot
better," McCutcheon said.
Hundreds
of
calls
come into our office from
residents wanting to deal
directly with the refinery on

Above • Ohio Valley Gold and Sliver Refinery comes to 'town. People can relate to this stimulus package.

their contracts, but in most
cases that is not possible. The
local residents this week will
be in the unusual situation
to do just that. What an
unbelievable opportunity for
this community.
Gold is currently trading
at over $1,200.00 per ounce
and· · silver is just under
$l9.00 per ounce. Anyone
can check the current market
prices on gold and silver on
the Internet.
Ohio Valley
Refinery also has a
live
feed with up-to-the-minute
market prices displayed at the
event.
·
The event is also opened

~

w
>
w

to local businesses that ·deal
with precious metals. Jewelry
stores, pawn shops. dentists.
medical
laboratories.
and ·
some industrial manufacturing
plants
use. or
deal
with
precious
metals.
I:f
your
business deals with precious
metals and you would like to
discuss doing business direct
with Ohio Valley Refinery
you should call ahead to
make an appointment. They
offer several dealer programs
and always lo()king for new,
long term · clients. You can
reach Ohio Valley Refinery
during open times by calling
(813) 907-1379.

Amazement as
Collectors pro~de .
a stimulus package
to weslev Chapel.
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They are paying out right
the
spotfor my stuff. Unbelievable!!
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. Above ·One local business cashes In over $6;400 worth of gold and
silver on the first day of the event.
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.C ash-lor Coin.

Dozens prepared ·1 0 cash in
·old silver and gold coins todav
In WBSIBV Chapel.
By ~AVID. MORGAN
STAFF WRITER
The first day of . the S
-reclamation
drive
in
Wesley Chapel was a hit
-with those looking to sell ·
their gold and silver coins.
Representatives are on hand
all -week purchasing all types
oC coins dated 1964 and earlier.
Silver
dollars,
halves . and
quarters are -expected to arrive
in large quantities. Lots of gold
coins are expected to arrive
·as -well. Re~ca Hughes- of
Florence -walked avvay -with
over $1200.00 after selling a
$20 gold piece from 1888 at a
previous event_
At the event, .t hey -will be

· day

accepting: all types of gold
and silver Scr&J?, sterling silver,
silver bars, gold je-welry from
the bottoms of jewelry boxes
and piles of sterling silver items
like old flatware sets and tea
pots. One gentleman rolled .a
cart in -with 3 boxes full of silver
coins and -walked a-way · -with
$1850.00 in Florence a8 well.
Company officials are expected
to spend over $200,000 the first
day of the event. Brian Eades
with Ohio Valley said, ..We have
had an overwhelming number
of' cans and we expect to get
busier every day this -week.. ••
The event started Monday
and runs through Friday. The ·
event is :free and · the public is
welcome.
·

Spokesperson for the event
said he expects to spend in
excess of ·$200,000.00 this week
for vintage · items and precious
tnetals frotn local residents.
At
previous
events,
when
interviewed, these transactio~s
stood out:
One person sold an old Gibson
guitar, that -was pur~hased ' in 'the
1960's for less tban $250.00,
to a collector at· 't he event for
$2175.00
.
.
.
Another person had . · a -.· po~ket
watch collection that sold for
$4600.00, with one of .t he watches
in
this
collection
bringing
$3 75.00 of the $4600.00 ta11ey.,
A husband a~d wife brougf?.t.in' a ··
box: of old Jewelry, wristwatches, .
coins, and two - Gertnan daggers :
from WW2 and . left $785.00
richer
This is cool that something
like this would cotne here to .
our town. Whc~e else would this
stuff ever be sold? The refinery
ha,s teamed up with th,e collectors
for a 24 month tour of the United
States, both big and small towns
to digup hidden gems.

lleiDS Of Interest:
VIntage Guitars:
Martin, Gibson. Fender, National,

Rick:enback:er, Gretsch. Mandolins. .
Banjos and others .
Pocket Watch-:
Hiunilron. nlinois, Waltham, Patek
Phillipe, Ball. Howard. South Bend.
Elgin and others
Wrist watches: OJ:nega, A.ccutron.
~ongines, Hamilton. Breid.ing and
tnany tnore~
.
Old paper snouey: Unimd States,
States, Blanket Bills. .

~erate
$1,000~ 00

bills and tnQTC.

~'iltlque "IOya: 'I"rilins, Tin :wfnd-

ups, Mechanic;al Banks. Robots.
.PreSsed Steel trucks. and many

more..

··' .

War Me.norahW.: Swords.
· Bayonets. Helmets, German.
Cotm::derate, Union, USA, and
others.

.
.
..
Loc;al records reveal to our research
· department that re<x:nt
auftar

vintaaC

sold for $2400.00 and another f~r
·$12,000.00 to a collector that will be
tied into the event 1his ~ via live

dii.iabase :fcod.

